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Mr. Stanley Resigns
Well Known Pastor Has Been
Called To Bath Church

Kev. Curtis L. Stanley, pastor of
the Church of the Nazarene,, who
has accepted a call to Bath.

Rev. Curtis L. Stanley, widely
known pastor of the Church of the
Nazarene, Maverick Square, read
his resignation Sunday, to take ef
fect April 4. Mr. Stanley has re
ceived a call to the large Bath
Church of the Nazarene and will
take up his labors there on April 11.
Mr. Stanley first came to this
city as a supply preacher for the
then small Nazarene Church on
Nov. 8. 1942 His work was so well
thought of that on June 11, 1944,
following 19 months as supply, he
was chosen thc regular pastor His
incumbency has been a time of
' steady- growth and today the
church is strong and of great
promise. Its Sunday School has
seen a phenomenal development
with an attending membership in
excess of 100 and the work oi the
Young People Is especially militant
and deeply religious. During his
pastorate the church has bought
and remodelled its present commo
dious properties at Maverick Square.
A dynamic speaker and a tire
less evangelist. Mr. Stanley has a
strong personal following in this
community that will regret his de
parture but rejoice in his advance
ment
Special evangelistic services will be
held Wednesday, Thursday and Fri
day nights cf this week and at 3
and 730 p. m. Sunday when Rev. J.
C. Albright, Sup' of the New Eng
land District, will be special speak
er, collaborating with Mr. Stanley.
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THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

Will Be Located On Broadway Airport-Details Gloria Studley, Senior, Wins Coveted Honor At Treated In Bangor For Broken Arm, Keeps Ap
Of the Structure
the Kippy Karnival
pointment With Local Service CJubs
The new South-End school build hot water. Investigations of radi
ing will be located on what is now ant heating results In schools in
New York State,, where
known as thc Broadway airport and northern
the climate is even more severe
wh ch is occupied at the present than ours, are now being made.
time by Pcnobscct Fying Service,
The architect is Eaton W. Tarbell
Inc. Option has been taken on the of Bangor, graduate of Bowdoin
tract, which is between 45 and 50 and of the Harvard Graduate School
acres in size, according to Seth Low, of Design. He has recently com
chairman of the Rockand School pleted designs for modern apart
District. The sale price has been ment buildings for the Prudential
set by Arthur Harjula. owner of the Insurance Co at Newark. N. J. and
field, at $9250, and will be accepted a guest house for Eastern Corpora
by the School D strict as soon as tion at Bangor. In all, he and his
title is passed, according to Mr. associates have completed 120 proj
Low
ects since he left the engineering
The field is bounded on the east firm of Stone & Webster of Boston
by Broadway and extends westward and formed his own group in Ban
between Holmes and Thomaston gor. He is a member of the Ameri
streets for a considerable distance. can Institute of Architects and an
Harjula is to transfer his flight ac officer of the Maine chapter of that
tivities to the Rockand Municipal body.
A rport at Ash Point, and to the
Mr. Low explains that the safety
Public Landing for seaplane opera of the students has been considered
tions.
in the decision to use one-story con
Mr. Low states that the building, struction in place of the two-story
w hich architect Eaton W. Tarbell of buildings wnich house other stu
Bangor has been engaged to de dents in the city.
sign, wbll be of one-story construc
tion and will contain 18 classrooms
of 30 student capacity each. Ad
ditional rooms will house the offices,
clinic and athletic facilities.
Present plans call for a structure Humphrey and Fernald Now
approximately 60 feet in width and
Operating A, B. Smith
about 425 feet in length. Instead
& Company
of the conventional basement, the
school will sit on a cement slab laid ! Everett Humphrey of Glen Cove
on the ground. The footings of and Everett Fernald of Rockland
cement w-ill rise up the sidewalls to have purchased the dry goods and
a row of windows which will en department store of A. B. Smith Acircle the building. Approximately Co. in Belfast and took possession
36 inches of windows, in height, last Saturday. Located on Main
will be topped by directional glass street in Belfast, the store is one of
brick to the roof. The brick will be the oldest business establishments
so constructed as to direct the light in the upriver community and em
to the ceilings of the classrooms and ploys three salespersons beside the
then down to the desks as a soft in manager.
direct light.
The roof will be a
Humphrey was for five years
built-up roof of tar and gravel as manager of the Rockland office of
is widely used on such buildings. the United States Employment
The roof will be so constructed to Service, resigning last year. Prior
safely bear any weight of snow to coming to this area, he was with
which may fall in this area at any the American Express Co. for 22
time, plus a sizable safety margin. years in managerial capacities and
Classrooms will be 23x36 feet in ' worked eight years with the Knox
aimensons and will accommodate Woolen Co. at Camden. He and
30 students each. The building is Mrs Humphrey operate the Humph
now designed to accommodate stu rey Cabins at Glen Cove.
dents from the kindergarten up to
Fernald has been an employe oi
and including the eighth grade.
Senter Crane Co. for the past 17
Location of the building on the years and will remain until the re
lot is still to be decided but that it turn of Kennedy Crane from the
will be close to Broadway is a cer- South, about one month from now.
taincy, according to Mr. Low.
The district committee members
Tiie Junior-Senior P T. A., will
have considered both radiant and hold a benefit bridge party Wednes
conventional heating by steam or day afternoon from 2-4 p. m., in
the Tower room at the Community
Building. There will be a prize for
each table. Mrs. Edwin Webber and
Mrs. Christopher are co-chairmen.

Buy Belfast Store

CARD AND GAME

PARTY
Benefit Card and Game Party by
the Owl’s Head Farm Bureau

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
FEBRUARY 18
at 7.30 at thc home of

MRS NELLIE REED
Adults 35c; Children 25c
14‘lt

NOTICE!

Charlie’s
and Ray’s Taxi
Now Open from
6.00 A.M. to 2.00 A.M.
Watting Room Upstairs
Opposite Newberry's Store
359 MAIN ST„
ROCKLAND

—Photo by Cullen.

Queen Gloria Studley of Kippy Karnival and her entourage during
the coronation ceremonies in the High Sehool gym Saturday night. En
throned Is the Queen, and at her left, crown bearer Richard Ellingwood,
Jr. Seated, left, are attendants Jean Young and Mona Joyce,and at the
right, attendants Natalie Nash and Barbara Fuller. Seated in front are
the twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory, David and Donald, who
acted as train bearers; and Lenda-Mae and Iluth .Ann, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Lendon Jackson, who were flower girls.
Gloria Studley, 17, Rockland Rockland with the Queen, at a time
High School Senior, was crowned of their choosing.
Queen of the Kippy Karnival Sat
Patron and patronesses were Mr.
urday at the annual ball of the and Mrs. Sam Savitt. Mr. and Mrs.
school fair.
Charles McIntosh, Mr. and Mrs.
News of the Queen’s identity was Robert E. Clunie, Mr and Mrs. Ockept secret until the moment the good A. Gilbert. Molntosh repre
coronation march started. As thc sented the School Board and Gilbert
trumpeters sounded the call for the the City Council, of which he is
start of the procession, all eyes were chairman.
turned to thc northeast corner of
The grand march was led by the
the gym to see who the Queen was Queen and her attendants and their
to be. The procession crossed t-he edmrts. followed by the patrons and
gym diagonally to a throne on a their ladies.
raised platform in the southwest
The annual fair opened Wednes
corner.
day night with the presentation of
The procession was led by trum the play "The Doctor Has A Daugh
peters. Edwin Hustus and Arthur ter” by the Junior Class, which was
Grinnell, who were followed by repeated on Thursday.
Lcnda Mae and Ruth Ann Jackscn
Friday, the fair was held in the
as flower girls and Richard Elling gym and thc classrooms during the
wood, Jr. as crown bearer. The four afternoon and evening. The en
attendants, Misses Mona Joyce. tertainment in the school auditori
Natalie Nash, Jean Young and Bar um “Give Away Inn’’ ran a full 90
bara Fuller, preceded the Queen, minutes under the direction of
who was followed by train bearers Leonard Galiano as master of cere
monies and was shown both after-'
David and Donald Gregory.
Principal Robert E. Clunie re noon and evening.
ceived the crown from the crownThe gym was decorated in keeping
bearer and placed it on the head of with the Valentine season with red
Miss Studley, proclaiming her Queen and white streamers and balloons.
of thc school until midnight and A huge backdrop of a valentine cov
the end of thp Karnival ball.
ered the West wall of the gym, and
Mr. Clunie ini i nduced Sam S'lvitt was the work of Greta Nelson and
who headed a group of merchants Jean Weir, who were assisted in
contributing presents to thc Queen the designing bv Beverly Merchant
and who read the long list of pres of Gorham State Teachers College
ents. They ranged from the orchid and member of the class of 1947.
All classes and grades in the
corsage of the Queen and the car
nation corsages of the attendants Junior and Senior High Schools
by Silsby’s Flower Shop down participated in the fair. Booths
through a long list which included with all manner of games and re
several items of clothing, accessories, freshments were operated in the
jewelry, airplane rides, luggage, gym by the senior high school
beauty treatments and dinners, all classes Junior High students op
of which have been published to erated the side show in a mitin floor
gether with a list oi the donors. Thc classroom which presented several
attendants were not neglected as all acts of the students own design.
received several gifts and will be Another room contained the hobby
guests at a dmner at the Hotel show which exhibited the work of

TEL. 1543 or 1482
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AN APPRECIATION
UPHOLSTERING

★★★★★★A

hmk
Friends of Boy Scouts in Knox County
are asked to rally to the support of that
splendid cause this week.
It will be impossible to call at every
home, so—
PLEASE MAIL YOUR CONTRIBUTION,
large or small, to LENDON C. JACKSON,
treasurer, at Knox County Trust Co.,
Rockland.

Quality
Economy Service
The Best in Upholstering
Satisfactory Prices
Guaranteed Two Weeks’ Service
Make Your Furniture Like New
Again!
For Free Estimates Call—

PERRIN’S
UPHOLSTERING CO.

TEL I551-W, ROCKLAND, ME.
BUDGET TERMS
Ll-tf

Faster CookingInstant Hot Water
_ _ _ _ Rf

To thc Citizens of Rockland:
I would like to thank you all for your wonderful
co-operation in helping to make the Twentieth An
nual Kippy Karnival an outstanding success. Your
fine spirit of helpfulness was most commendable, and
I assure you that the boys and girls of Rockland
High School appreciate, more than words can ex
press, thc generosity and kindliness of all.

May I say that Rockland High School hopes that,
at least in some small measure, we may be given an
opportunity to reciprocate the loyal support which
you have given us. Sincerely,
ROBERT CLUNIE, JR.,

Principal Rockland High School.

BOTTLED GAS

COMPTON’S

Please mail your contribution at once and help your
Boy Scouts

17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

This advertisement is sponsored by Wilbur F. Senter

83-T-tf

Call 1135-W For Service

SCOTT FURRIERS
New England’s Largest Furriers

Showing a Complete Line of

14*15

POSITION WITH A FUTURE
An old, established, aggressive, billion dollar Ufe insurance
company is interested in discussing the employment of one as
sociate in the City of Rockland.
If you are between the ages of 25 and 40 with successful
sales teaching or public contact experience and tf you have already
given some thought to building a business of your own, you may
qualify.
We offer a thorough course in training, adequate assistance
and supervision, bonus and company pension to the person
selected.
Write full particulars giving family status, age, experience,
previous earnings and two references to: M. J. KELLEY, Dis
trict Supervisor, 150 NORWAY ROAD, BANGOR, MAINE. 12-tf

Inquiry as to when the Relief Ship
Favorite arrived at Vinalhaven is
convincingly answered by Charles
L. Lowe, a former resident of that
town who now mak"s his home in
Rockland. Mr. Lowe displayed two
post card pictures in The CourierGazette office this morning, one
showing the Favorite and the date
of arrival, Feb. 10, 1918; the other
showing the Government boat
Zizania, which arrived nine days
later.
It happened in Brooklyn, where
this Winter’s snow has been com
parable with that of Boston. In a
street in Flatbush, a small boy
looked up at his mother. “Hooray!”
he cried. “It’s starting to snow."
Without a moment's hesitation
the woman reached down and gave
her son a smack in the face.—Bos
ton Globe’s daily story.
Now how many smacks would be
due for authors of “White Christ
mas" and “Let It Snow, Let It
Snow, Let It Snow?"

Here's a confession by the versa
tile editor of the Bridgton News.
“Isn’t it funny how things and
times change? Some 25 years ago
the writer was in charge of the
State Automobile Registration Bu
reau at Augusta, and now he has
to ask somebody how to make out
an application for registration
plates.”
Just the same I'll betcher he
could tell the board a few things.

The 50 years ago column of the
Press Herald contained the follow
ing item, which will interest and
amuse old roller polo fans.
“The Portland-Rocklands fought
to a 1 to 0 local victory in polo
in one of the funniest games of
the year. Due to penalties, the
Rocklands had a minus score of
one goal at the end of 45 minutes
of play. Oendreau of the Rocklands
scored when the game evened off,
but in the wrong cage, giving Port
land the victor’s laurei, partially
deserved.”
—-O—

Pearl Look's request for the per
sonnel of Meservey’s Orchestra
brought prompt response from Llew
ellyn Kellar. He offers the follow
ing well remembered musicians:
Col. Fred Meservey, clarinet: Mark
Crockett and Johnnie Dohert/,
trumpets; Bert Maddccks, basso;
Allie McDonald, alto; Charles
Montgomery Jater) trumpet.,
——o —
One year ago: Levi Seavey, for
mer president of the Thomaston
Savings Bank, died.^Joan Pettee.
14. was hospitalizd, after being
struck by a motor car near her
home.—Deaths: Brockton, Mass.,
Frank Plummer. formerly of
Rockland. 85: Chestnut Hill. Mass.
George F. Beverage formerly of
North Haven. 82; Arlington Heights,
Mass., Clarence Dolham, a native
of Warren, 57.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastess Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
EXCEEDING TREASURE

The treasures of the mind produce
Man's stores ln science, letters, art;
The treasures of thc soul bring forth
God’s wealth of love which wins the
heart;
Should both within one man abound
Where'er he moves Is holy ground!
—David Cager Theis.

There are 51 women judges naw
serivng in the United States.

Masonic Assembly
Rockland Masonic Temple

THURSDAY, FEB. 19
8.30 P. M.

All Masons and friends cordially
invited.
All who are not solicited, please
bting sandwiches.

SCOn SUFER BILT FUR COATS
Registered

Feb. 16, 1948,

Mobil-flame
SOCONY-VACUUM'S NEW

(By Ralph L. Wiggn)
I wonder how that arm will feel by
In a joint session of Kiwanis, then We all admire your pluck
Lions, and Rotary 125 members met and courage.”
Mrs. Smith, telling of her acci
at the Thorndike Hotel Friday to
hear Margaret Chase Smith, Con dent, said that if all doctors and
gressman from the Second District nurses were as expert in dealing
discuss a few of the problems per with injuries, as the personnel in
the Bangor hospital, the country
plexing Congress.
Jerry Burrows presided.
Al had nothing to worry about in car
Young, president of Kiwanis, and ing for the people’s health.
“I am very, very happy to come
Gerald Grant, president of the Lions
took the bows for their respective down here: it seems like home to
me
as I had my first start in this
clubs. The lusty chorus of men’s
voices was directed by Doc Jameson, section. I hope that you will not
and pitched to tune by Staff Cong attribute my bandaged arm, and
don. The Doc, as usual qualified as presence to a bid for sympathy. I
am not trying to create sympathy,
a humorist.
Carl Moran, explaining the delay but my plans for going around the
in the speaking program said—I had State have been much interrupted
a cold, and thought that I would First came the call for the mem
go home and go to bed, leaving the bers of the Armed Services to go to
meeting to the very capable direc Europe. Then when the big fires
tion of Jerry Burrows, when along came I went back to Washington
in the middle of the morning, a for six weeks. Then came the spe
telephone message from Bangor ad- cial session with its stop-gap emer
visd me that Margaret Smith had gency. and its inflation control.
broken her arm. but would come to This is a dull period, and I am try
Rockland just the same, with but ing to get around the State now.
slight delay. How could I go home ■ “There are many, many probwith a cold if Margaret could come - lems over the tax bill. There w'll
be some little relief. The bill has
down here with a broken arm?
“We are lucky to have with us gone to the Senate. The Senate will
today Judge Merrill of Skowhegan try to find some compromise that
and by the way. Skowhegan seems will get the President's signature,
full of eminent citizens. I am ask or will pass the bill over his veto.
Appropriations should be scanned
ing him to speak.
“It is one of the first duties of a carefully, and we, must economize.
“But we must not have a false
Rotarian to do whatever possible
thing may be asked of him," said i economy, that practiced now might
lead
to greater future costs. The
His Honor, “so being a Rotarian,
how could I decline when the Presi suggested social security plans thc
dent asked me to speak! I have Marshall plan must take time for
been thinking of the Rotarian song discussion. It is unfortunate that
bocks. Do you know what is on the so many vital questions should come
cover?
Mighty Union, Glorious in an election year. Foreign aid.
plan. World Wide Brotherhood of and universal military training
Man,' and right below it ’words 1 need the fullest debate. This is the
only.’ But it is my belief that the year of decision. Our military men
above words as concerns these clubs must know what they can do with
are translated into acts. Going by the man potential of the country.
a small church in the South this Two questions are constantly bebulletin was displayed. ’Strawber 1 fore us.
“Our national security in foreign
ries, strawberries with cream, straw
berry shortcake, strawberry pie, i relations, and our domestic security
Is war inevitable? Will Russia
strawberry ice cream, all you can
eat for 25 cents. P S. We ain't got come nearer to our shores? How
any strawberries, you will have to long before war? How do we stack
i up? No one knows, there can be no
take prunes.”
Knowing
"We all realize that the world is in dogmatic conclusions.
a critical state. This is due to the .this, I admit that the more
selfishness, and gTeed of certain fl sit in committees, the clearer
men. To translate the principles of our limitations become. War or
the service clubs into every day peace or a wider split may happen.
“We can state the problems but
life, we must sow the seeds of un
selfishness. and humanity and re the solutions are not yet. We have
turn to the great religions for those the over-all picture with many di
fundamental principles If we don’t vergent views. The whole thing is
chaos will become worldwide. What 1 that it is essential that there pe a
we do for others comes back a better understanding among nations.
thousand fold. My son has told me You men here get along well in
that in Osaki the Japanese Rotary groups, sit down and talk things
w’as kept alive in the home that it over, why not nations? We have
might serve to bring about better started the U.N. Its effectiveness
depends on you. Your public offithings.
The “so-called middle classes was 5 cials must know what you want.
“On the domestic side war efforts
trying to rehabilitate, and to get
back their self respect.' The Judge brought the cost of living to un
paused, “I see through a crack in precedented levels. A new living
the curtain a presence that seems size had been created. Now there is
to radiate warmth. Having taken a resistance to high prices. The peo
ple can do the job. We need self
my place as a prune, I will close.”
Mrs. Smith, her arm securely control, not price control. Business
can
help, and America can have all
•andaged received a splendid ovaion as she took her place at the of the houses, automobiles, and
conveniences needed at reasonable
h\ad table.
senting her, Carl Moran said. j prices. In spite of high prices the
have won over police State
“While we are waiting for the ! people
speaker to get her breath. I want a control.
note made in our annals that the ' “Too much emphasis has been
Judge come back to us for a full ] placed upon foreign affairs, and
time engagement. It was fine oi while we hope that our food will
him to fill ln. Now nothing it seems help Europe, we must look out for
can stop a Congressman from ful a scarcity here at home. To help the
filling a speaking engagement, and weak, we must be strong. We
notice that I say Congressman, not must not impoverish ourselves while
Congresswoman—the show must go playing the good Samaritan.’
"Again, is war inevitable? Com
on. Mrs. Smith has filled one
speaking engagement this morning munism is growing in many Euro
and is to speak in Portland tonight. pean countries. Civil War In Greece.
Fight for oil in Arabia, disturbed
populations, and an unstable feeling
several students in their especial everywhere. What is ahead of us?
hobbies.
Foreign and domestic affairs are so
Peter Sulides was general chair integrated that you can’t consider
man of the Karnival committee one without the other.
which operated the entire affair
with a faculty advisory committee
corprised of Principal Clunie. Sub
I WOULD APPRECIATE
master Allston Smith and Daniel An opportunity to make an esti
Noonan.
mate on your Body and Fender
1 The Karnival raises funds for stu
Work
dent activities and is the highlight
ALEXANDER'S
AUTO BODY
of the school each year, with all 54 PARK ST., ROCKLAND,
ME.
classes participating in the several
14‘lt
■ shows and operation of the booths.

For One Day Only

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
AT

ROOMS
$£
PER
V WEEK
DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St.,
Rockland
Tel. 670

SAVITT’S, INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAN
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TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A WTNSIXIW
Associate Editor, MRS. WIU.IAM O. FULLER

Tuesday-Friday
Manning c .......... 0
0
0
Masalin lg ........... 113
Sparta rg............. 2
0
4
Eaton rg .............. 0
0
0
Totals .............. 9
2
20
Referee: Flanagan. Time: 4-8’s.
The Lincoln girLs who had won
32 straight games in the last three
seasons barely eked out a 39 to 37
victory.
•• • •

Junior High In Kippy Karnival

The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

Girl
Scouts
Newslites
Brownie Troop No. 8. held their
annual Valentine pally Friday aft
ernoon in the Scout room. Mrs. El
zada Barstow was in charge of the
games. A large Valentine box was
opened with Valentines for every
one. The luncheon table was cov
ered with a red and white checked
cloth with cut glass candle stidks
tied with red bows and white can
dles. There were red crepe paper
hair ribbons for eafch guest, t he
favors were heart shaped baskets
tilied with heart candies.
Refreshments consisted of three
decorated cakes representing the
Valentine Day, ice cream and
punch. Mrs. Augusta Korpinen and
Mrs. Elzada Barstow assisted in
serving. Materials to study were
given the fly up girls. Brownies
present were: Susan Barstow, Ju
dith Childs, Bonnie Cummings,
Lynne Duncan, Rose Flaffagan, Ailie Gray, Nancy Griffith Sandra
Harriman, Judith Korpinen, Janet
Lowe. Beverly Luce, Joan Scarlott,
Betty Williamson, Yvonne Withington, and Madonna Pogg. Guests
were Mrs. Edwin Scarlott. Walter
Barstow. Marcia Lowe, Dorothy
Childs,
and Judith Harriman
Troop committee members Mrs.
Augusta Korpinen and Mrs. El
zada Barstow. Leader, Mrs. Kath
leen Harriman and assistant lead
er. Mrs. Dorothy Childs. Wednesday
afternoon in company with troop
No. 4, Mrs. Prances Muller, leader
they will visit Round Top Farms in
Damariscotta.
• • » *
This week’s meeting of Brownie
Troop No. 7 took the form of a Val
entine party. The prize for the
heart hunt was wen by Jovce Blackguessing game. Betty Withee; pin
ning on cupid’s wing. Alice Lord,
first, and Constance Merry got the
other prize Two Valentine cakes
formed the centerpiece of the re
freshment table with valentine place
cards and favors for each Brownie
The refreshments wer served by Mrs
Phyllis Grispi Mrs. Prances Mosher
Mrs. Vivian Harden and Mrs.
Vivian Lord
Mary Grispi was
chosen to represent the group at
the Juliet Lowe Tea. portraying
Italy. Brownies present: Constance
Merry. Barbara Day, Joyce Black
Betty Withee, Alice Lord, Janice
Rogers, Joan Philbrook. Sandra
Gipson, Evelyn Philbrook Mary
Grispi, Kendra Goodwin, June
Orant. Rosalit Halligan, Donna Syl
vester. Bessie Woodman, Nina Han
ley. Priscilla Newbert was a visitor.
Mrs. Philip Newbert Leader and
Mrs. Harold Halligan, assistant
leader.
• • • •
“Make Warm Friends—Fill a Girl
Scout Cloth’ng Kit Today’ is the
slogan of the Girl Scouts’ Clothes
for Friendship project which will
keep them busy throughout 1948
Objective is to make and mend
10000 children’s wardrobes each
containing ten garments, to be sent
to needy youngsters abroad by the
American Friends’ Service Commit
tee.
• • ••
Girl Scout membership reached
an all-time high in Rockland and
in the nation during 1947. Accord
ing to the membership figures there
are 200 in Rockland and more than
a million,^ and a quarter members of
the organization throughout the
United States and its territories.
According to Katherine Philbrook.
registrar, there are 67 adult volun
teers and’ 53 Brownies; 117 Inter
mediate Girl Scouts; and 30 Sen! >r
Scouts in Rockland. “This pro
portion of members is fairly typ'cal
of Girl Scout membership all over
the country," saVS Mrs. Philbrock
’’There is a nationwide need lor
more women—and men. too-to
help the girls carry on their Gin
Scouting activities. According to
estimates made at National Hea l ■
quarters, at least 20.000 additional
volunteers are needed to absorb the
waiting lists ond relieve Che over
crowding of troops. Here in Rock
land mauy adult workers are needed
Local gains in membership reu’esent an increase of about 13 percent
ever last year,’’ Mrs. Philbrook
states. ’We’re proud of how Girl
Scouting has grown in Rockland,
but we know, too, that there me
mqpv girls waiting to join, and
many more who just don't try be
cause they know there isn’t a chatite
of being taken into the groups with
out more adult leaders. We’s look
ing for people to help these and
other girls receive the benefits of
Scouting and' will carry on a pro
gram of recruiting volunteer wo krfs
throughout 1948."

[EDITORIAL]
THE SURPRISING STASSEN
The daily press promised a surprise when the Gallup Poll
appeared in the Sunday papers and the prediction was amply
justified, much to the elation of Harold Stassen's supporters
foi- it showed the Minnesotan only 4 percent behind President
Truman in the national results and 2 percent ahead of Tru
man with the solid South excluded. Independent voters were
found to favor Stassen 39 percent to 33 for Truman, and 15
for Henry Wallace.
The relative percentage by sections is interesting—New
England and Middle Atlantic States, 40 for Truman and 44 for
Stassen; East Central States, 43 each; West Central States,
41 and 50; Southern States 74 and 19; Far West, 44 and 40.
Commenting upon the situation Dr. Gallup says:
“Mr. Stassens ourrent favorable standing may be due in
part to his becoming better known to large groups of voters
in recent weeks. Not only has he been campaigning vigor
ously, but newspapers throughout the country have given
front-page headlines to his attacks against “insiders’’ in
commodity markets whom he alleged had made profits by
speculating.”

THEY’LL WHOOP ’ER UP
Maine Democrats have finally selected the site for their
next State convention. Tlie place is Augusta, and the dates
are April 9 and 10. An attendance of 1200 is expected in the
cheering section. The delegates may be depended upon to
work up a great degree of enthusiasm, and, of course, to “carry
the State.”

ADVICE TO WESTERNERS
John G. Robinson of Westbrook, who formerly resided in
California, advises residents of that State to come east for the
Winter if they would, hunt foxes and restore their health, for
he prefers Maine snow to Oregon rain. Loyalty to the good,
old Pine Tree State compels us to second Mr. Robinson s mo
tion, with an amendment Bring along your earlappers and
ice creepers, for there are four or five months in January
when they will come in handy.

HATS OFF TO SERVICE CLUBS
Speaking of the good that service clubs do, there’s the
South Portland Lions Club which has established a free den
tal clinic for underprivileged children This clinic,, estab
lished in 1931, and closed only during the war years, has
handled more than 1300 cases, the expense being met mainly
through funds obtained from the club’s annual variety show.

NO SLEIGH BELLS NOW
Missing from the social festivities of latter-day Winters
are the sleigh-ridfes which annually took place between Rock
land, Camden, Warren and South Hope. As if any of the oldtimers could ever forget the old Fiske House at South Hope,
where there awaited those popular chicken suppers after a
long (and usually very cold) ride. Every Winter there was a
half holiday in the local schools for these “rides,” and it is
more than likely that romance there found its beginning.
Today hard-hearted road patrols free the highways from snow
the moment it falls. We miss the sleighrides, and would we
go back to those primeval days? Would we?

SOON THE FLOWER SHOW
Soon the Flower Show will juggle climes and seasons,
and horticulture s elite will suddenly spring full-bloomed from
floor and wall to prove what gardens at their glorious best
can be. The Haute Couture of cutting beds, tall lords of the
border, coccolobas and nelumbos, tops of the topiary may
make us feel a bit subdued-thc.se who in April twilights bend
anxiously above lines of mixed greens in the little turrows
and wonder what’s up.
But let the shoestring gardener be satisfied. Awards are
not solely to uppity Cattleya nor ribbons to black p onies and
blue dahlias. The All-American selection of new flowers for
1948 comprises no costly forbidden delights. Its medals have
not been pinned upon plants which demand estates, condi
tioned air, compound drinks and baths and a staff of 14 grad
uates of Tech. They are new kinds of old friends, and one
feels sure he can grow them because their relatives never
have failed a faithful gardener, and witout them to smile at
every day from the time apple blossoms fall till wild geese
head south, Summer would seem unfamiliar and pale.
Welcome, Petunia Sensation, Cosmos Radiance and Martgold Red Head, wherever you glow. Unnumbered modest gar
dens will be adorned by your high tones of rose, bronze,
orange. It is pleasant that the All-Ameiica selection fell upon
three flowers whose ancestors eveiybody knows. They have
the grace to prosper without extravagant attention and their
charmingscions of the year will rise in any conscientiously
cared for corner. Marigolds, cosmos, petunias, praised by your
1948 attire, but return forever to the democratic dcoryard,
in the same cheerful colors or champions' fresh hues—the
winners.—Herald Tribune.

In Municipal Court

of intoxicating liquor, by Rockland
police, was continued for hearing
F'ob. 19.
• • • *
Monday. Edward C. Maxey of
Warren paid a fine of $10 after
pleading guilty to charges of
speeding at the rate of 45 miles per
hour on Park streeatj brought by
Rockland police.

Saturday Francis McDonald Of
Camden paid a fine of $5 for park
ing in front of the Camden Fire
Station in such a position as to in
terfere with the operation of fire
equipment,
• * » •
The
case
of
William H. GlenNew Zealand expects to have
Jr., of Rockland, charged
The word ‘Nevada’ is Spanish,
placed 6500 ex-servicemen on farms denning
with operating under the influence and means ‘snow-clad.’
by 1948.

RADIATOR SERVICE
tf

Thomaston Trims Crosby

The Thomaston High Five turned
back Crosby High ef Belfast 49 to
40 at Thomastin Wednesday night.
. Dana was the pacemaker for Thom! aston with 21 points and Miller was
j next with 10 points. Walker was
1 high man for Crosby with 19 points,
! but Crosby's playing couldn't match
the fine teamwork of the Thomas •
j ton five. Thomaston was leading
[ 32 to 18 at the half and by a sc $re
i of 46 to 26 at the three-quarter
i mark and coasted easily to a vie1 tory.
In the ooener the Crosby J. V.s
beat the Thomaston J. V.s by a
score of 28 to 14.

Thomaston (6)

8awyer, rf ....... „...
Capt. Harriman, cf
Iffmey, If ...............
Mayo, rg .................
Spear, lg .................
Burton, eg...............

Camden 39, Dodges 33

The new Rockland Dodges' debut
(Continued on Page Pour)

—Photo by Cullen

The cast of characters for the several acts which the Junior High School side show presented Friday
afternoon and evening as a part of Kippy Karnival. AU manner of acts were in the program and including
a weight lifter, pigeon fancier and his trained bird, wild men, clow ns, dancers, a ti lined dog, feats of magic,
the Buttermilk Twins and countless others. The acts were prepared and presented entirely by Junior High
School students. AU in the picture are in the costumes in which they appeared in the acts.

RECENT BASKETBALL GAMES

Referee: Henry. Time: 4-10’s.
• • • •
Erskine 30, Rockport 24

Erskine Academy of South China,
i Moore of the Lincoln County out- defeated
Dodges Whip Thomaston
Rockport 30 to 24 here
In a warm-up game prior to fit.
Friday
night, and the Erskine girls
Camden
138)
meeting a strong Belfast Club, the
made it a clean sweep for the eve
G.
F.
P. ning by taking their end of the
Rockland Dodges waded through
Wheaton
If
.........
3
0
6
the -Legion defiences for a 57-41
twin bill 31 to 15.
Bennett If ........... 0
0
0
victory.
Erskine (30)
Thomas
rf
...........
5
0
10
Paced by Don Spaulding and
G.
F.
P
0
0
Fred Allen’ with 21 and 13 points. Drinkwater rf ...... 0
Casey
rf
.............
11
0
22
0
6
The Dodges were never in serious Talbot c ............... 3
Doe
....................
0
0
0
0
0
trouble. Both teams were tied 10-10 Joyce c ................. 0
0
4
0^6 Nowland If............ 2
ending the first period, but couldn't Masalin lg ........... 3
0
0
0
o Powers ................. 0
keep pace with the Dodges as they Stanley lg ............. 0
0
0
o
2 Farrtngton c ........ 0
racked up a 30-14 lead at half time Ryder lg ............... l
Hewitt ..........
0
0
0
0
0 Grady
and went ahead 43-25 in the third Grinnel rg ........... 0
rg ............. 0
0
0
Sparta rg ............ 3
l
7
stanza
................. 0
0
0
1
1’ Brann
Norwood and Simpson led for Eaton rg ............... 0
Watson lg............. 2
0
4
Thomaston with 14 and 12 points
Nelson ................. 0
0
0
, Totals ............... 18
2
38
contributed.
Boothbay Harbor (35Rockland 157)
30
Totals ............ 15
G.
F
P.
O
F.
P. ;
Rockport (24)
4
10 '
Spaulding If......... 8
5
21 Connors If ........... 3
G
5
Allen rf ................ 6
1
13 Moore rf ............... 3
I Frye rf ...................... 5
1
11
4
Flint rf ................. 2
0
4 Gray c ................. 2
. Bartlett ............. 0
6
0
0
O. Whittier c ...... 4
0
8 Pierce lg ............... 1
Fiske If ................. 2
15
0
T. Whittier c ...... 1
0
2 Mitcheli lg ........... 1
Hunter
0
0
0
0
Ames lg ................ 3
0
6 Tibbetts rg .......... 1
Simonton c .......... 2
0
4
0
Duff rg ................ 1
1
3 Lewis rg ............... 0
Heath ................ 1
0
2
McRae rg ............. 0
0
0
Gary rg .............. 1
0
2
—
Totals ............. 11
13
35 Olant ................ 0
0
0
59
Referee: Matheson Time. 4-8’s. Auspland lg .......... 0
Totals ............. 25
0
0
•
*
•
•
Thomaston 141)
p
Camden 62, Winterport 42,
G
Totals............... 11
2
24
Simpson If ........... 6
12 There’s no stopping the Camden Erskine
8 22 28—30
2 -jegionnaires who Monday night Rockport
Hansen If ........... 1
7 13 17—24
6 controlled their 13th win by handily
Kangas rf ... ,!...... 3
Refaree: McNally. Time: 4-8’s.
•
•
•
•
0 trimming the Winterport Boy’s
Beattie rf ............. 0
14 Club: The defeat could certainly
Lincoln 50, Camden 20,
Norwood c ......
6
1 not be laid to Tom Eljah, who ‘hit
Overlock c ........... 0
Lincoln Academy ran roughshod
2
the
scoreboard
for
21
markers,
Biggers lg ........... 1
at Camden Saturday pight. with
y Whittier of the home team was on- Russell and Page tieing ior top
Lynch lg
0
4 ly three points in arrears:
Kelly rg
honors. At half time the score was
Riley rg
Camden legion (62)
25 to 9 in the visitor’s favor.
G.
F.
Lincoln Acad
P
. 4
0
8
Totals ............. 19
3
41 Heal if
.. 2
Referee. Sprague. Time. 4-10’s. Milliken If
6 Luffner If .......
• * * *
2
Burkett If ..
0
4 Brewer If .............
Teams have been jiaired for the, Whittier rf ...
. 9
0
18 Russell rf .............
Middle and Small Schools Tourna A. Young rf
2
0
4 Pease rf ......
ment in the Western Maine divi Grinnell rf
.. 1
1
3 Valentine rf ...
sion, Feb. 25-28. Feb. 25. Union Spaulding c
. 8
0
in Page c ..........
High vs Waterboro in Class S; Old Bagley lg .......... . 1
0
2
Bryant
rg
.........
Orchard Beach vs. Thomaston in
0
.. 0
0 Snraeue le
Class M; Feb 26 Mexico vs. Lincoln A. C. Young rg . .. 0
1
1 Hancock le
Academy in Class M.
Totals ............ 29
4
62 Norwood rg ..
• • • •
Winterport (42)
Spencer rg ...
Camden 38, Boothbay 35,
Eljab If .............. 10
1
21 Chilman rg ...
Camden fans saw an exciting fin Fcrnald rf ...
0
.. 0
0
Totals
ish Friday night when the High Moran rf
.. 1
0
2
Camden
School team, after trailing through- Finch c
.. 1
1
3
three periods, rallied sharpely in Johnson c
. 0
0
0 Thomas If
i he fourth to go ahead by three Morrison lg
0
10 Drinkwater If
.. 5
points, Thomas led his team in high Peterson rg .
.. 3
0
6 Bennett rf ...
scoring, but top honors went to
Totals ............. 20
2
42 Talbot c........

weeping

Watts, rf ............
Dana, If ..............
Feyler, c ..............
Risteer., c ............
Miller, rg ............
Lowell, rg ..........
Beattie, lg ............
Mills, lg ................

G.
4
9
4
0
4
0
0
0

Totals .......... .... 21
Crosby (40)
G.
Smith, rf ........... 1
Whitcomb, rf ........ 0
P. Johnson, If ...... 3
i Breslin, If ............ 4
1 Walker, c ............ 9
1 Clements, c ......... n
Crosby, rg ........... 2
S. Johnson, rg .... 0
Taylor, lg ............ 0
Aubin, lg ............ 0

F.
1
3
1
0
2
0
0
0

P.
J
21
9
0
19
0
r
0

7

49

F.
1
0
’ 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

P.
3
h
6
3
19
0
4
0
0
0

2
Totals- .............. 19
Referee, Gay. Time, four 8s.

40

• » * •

Rockland 17, Thcmaston 6
Rockland Junior High girls played
their third game with Thomaston
Saturday afternoon and won again.
It was their sixth win and it looks
like another year of straight wins.
Bohn was high scorer for Rock
land with eight points and Sawyer
was high scorer for Thomaston with
lour points.
Rockland (17)

Capt. Leach, rf
Bohn, cf
..........
Roberts, if.............
Ilvonen, If ...........
Wotton, rg .............
Mahar, lg ..............
Davis, eg ..............
/

P
3
8
2
2
3
0
0

G
F
2
1
4
0
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

_

__

Totals .................. 8

_

17

1

’//

Here’s a Guy
Who Is Really Happy
About Being
“All Wet”
Let the rain or sleet
come; it won’t mean a
thing if you are wearing
one of our water repellent
topcoats.
With Spring
only a short time ^way,
these tough, weather test
ed topcoats are just the
thing for in-between bad
weather.
They not only throw an
“iron curtain” around you
when the weather gets
rough but they can stand
all the hard wear you can
give them whether it is
while driving or while you
wear them on your daily
job.

Styled to perfection and
made for men who want
a GOOD Topcoat.

$40.00
MT. ROCK TOPCOATS
from $50.00 to $65.00
ALL
WINTER OVERCOATS
reduced
$5.00 to $20.00

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY
All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

ortl'

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Sidney L. Cullen
TEL. 907 or 770

ROCKLAND

name

97»tf

the nation

like wildfire:
'Tfiis time i/b

ET in on the excitement. See a new kind of motor car —
only live feet from ground to top, but with more inside
head room and roomier seats than in any other mass-produced
car built today!

G

Hudson is the only American-built car you step down into when
entering, not up on—yet it maintains road clearance.

Hudson’s new, ail steel Monobilt body-ttiid-frtfinc* is the only
rtlotor-car construction that completely encircles you, even out
side the rear wheels, with a nigged, box-steel foundation frame.

You ride within this frame—cradled between axles—not on top
of the frame as in other cars. And as you ride, Hudson’s com
bination of unique constniction and comfort features gives you
a sensation of snug safety and serene, smooth going unlike any
thing you’ve known before!

~ffl/cfeon u
the car you step down into!

'Heat yourself to the thrill of riding behind Hudson’s all-new
Super-Six engine — the most powerful six built today — or the
beller-than-ever Super-Eight. Find out about automatic gear
shifting in forward speeds as provided by Hudson’s exclusive
“Drive-Master” transmission.

St.p into the nearest Hudson showroom. You’ll see why, across
the nation, they’re exclaiming, “This time it’s Hudson!”
* Trade Mark and
Patenft Pending

v'

COAL
V

K-E-E-P COOL

Fireproof Garage Co.
WINTER. STREET,
TEL. i

ROCKLAND

13-19

Now $15

NEARLY ALL LUMPS—FOR YOUR

STOVE

BOILER

FURNACE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

SEE

THIS

AUTOMOTIVE

TRIUMPH

AT

THE

HUDSON

DEALERS

LISTED

Telephone 487

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES

PROMPT DELIVERY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

7-tf

P.
4
2
0
0
0
0

Totals................... 3
0
6
Subs fbr Rockland, Nelson, Reed,
Tootill, Robishaw, Kent; for Thom
aston, Edwards, Jenkins. Refpree.-..
Tony Gustin, Gay Stetson. Time,
four 6s.
• • • •

SOFT

Don’t wait for motor-overheat to
warn you your Radiator needs Serv
icing!
By that time some damage
is done—or there wouldn't be ex
cess heat!
Onr moderate charge
for Radiator (leaning and minor
Repairs is an investment in Motor
Safety!

I

P.
0
0
0
0
0
0

Thomaston (49)

ISLAND CREEK

PRICE
REDUCTION

G.
2
1
0
0
0
0

CO NEW COUNTY ROAD. ROCKLAND. MAINE

BELOW:

Tuesflay-Frfdav

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 17,1948

TALK OF THE TOWN
I

Peb. 20 Women's Educational Club
meeting at Congregational vestry; 3
to 8.30 p. m.
Peb. 22—Washington’s Birthday; (ob
served the 23d).
Peb 22 Rt Rev. Oliver L. Lo-lng DD .
Bishop cf Maine, will visit St. Peter's
and St. John's Parish
Peb. 23 Quarterly Meeting of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Baptist Church
Warren.
March 1 to 31—Annual Red Cross Pund
Drive.
March
17—Knox
County
Infantile
pQralysls Ball at Community Build
ing.
April 1-2- Republican State conven
tion ln Portland.
Ap 11 1-3 Annual Carnival of Rock
port High Schoo).
April 2-3- Democratic State Convention
April 9-10—Democratic State Conven
tion in Augusta.
May 3- Annual PT.A. Ball at Com
munity Building.
May 12 16—At Rockland. Maine An
nual Conference of the Methodist
Church.

The Weather
The long continued cold si?ll
came to the crossroads yesterday,
and this morning linos the mercury
flirting with the 50-mark. Some
thing to be thankful for even if it
doesn't offset the slippery footing.
But there's always somebody tak
ing the joy out of life, and this time
It’s a New Jersey weather prophet
who says the worst Is yet to come four of the coldlest days of Winter
at the oeginning of March, and
then—floods. The cuss predicted
record cold this Winter, and must
be given some consideration.
Willis E. Anderson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Willis H. Anderson, War
ren street, received his A B., from
University of Maine Friday, major,
ing in business and economics. He
maintained a cumulative Deans
List grade which allowed him to
graduate ‘icum laude.” As an under
graduate he was named to the
Sophomore Owl and the Senior
Skull societies. These are the high
est non-scholastic honors that can
come to a Maine man. During the
past two years he was head proctor
of Oak ond Hamlin Halls.
Mr. and Mrs William A. Fifleld
received word this morning of the
sudden death of Fred B. Dalzell at
his home in Quogue. Long Island,
N. Y. He was the husband of
Helen Fifield, formerly of this city.

Dr. Lowe will conduct the first
Quiet Hour service of the Lenten
season in the Universalist vestry
7.30 tonight.
The drngger Aloha, which went
aground on Andrews Island last
wavs at General Seafoods Shipweek, is now on the marine railyards for repairs of damages sus
tained in the accident.

The Baraca Class of the Metho
dist Church will hold a cooked .ood
sale at 2 p. m. Saturday at Burpee s.
—adv

When in Portland buy your copy
of The Courier-Gazette at the Hotel
Eastland news stand.
13*23

Closing out the remainder of our
Fall Coats and Dresses at One-hoif
the regular price. Alfreda Perry.
7 limerock St., Rockland..
13-14
Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons,
secona noor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtf

WANTED

UNFURNISHED HOUSE
Of Five or Six Rooms
Central location

G. F. PARLIN

At F. W. Woolworth's Store
13*14

SINCE 1855

Glidden Memorials
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
TEL. 73. THOMASTON

61-tf

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES

Bachelor degrees were awarded
119 seniors and Master degrees
were awarded 10 graduate students
at a special commencement exer
cises at the University of Maine
Friday night. Those from Rockland
area to receive degrees were; Willis
E. Anderson, Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration; Roger W.
Dow, Bachelor of Science in Fxiucation; Lois R. Harjula, Bachelor
of Science in Education; Malcolm
H. Pierson. With Distinction, Ten
ant’s Hartoor, Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration.

558 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service

Men’s League Speaker

Weslev C. Comstock, formerly
with the J. A. Jameson Co., has rc; cently bought Knights' Neighbor
hood! Grocery store, 110 South Maui
street and has taken possession.

The Georee Washington Birthday
The Young Adult Group of thc
dance scheduled for the Elks Home Methodist Church will meet Thur—
next Saturday night will toe one of day night at *he church for a cov
the big Elk’s events of the year
ered dish supper at 6.30.
Paul Moran is on the Dean’s ‘List
The first annual athletic banquet
at Bowdoin College.
sponsored by the Rockland Lodge cf
Flks will take place Wednesday
BORN
night at C.30 at the loc al Elks Hom"
Hopkins—At Knox Hospital. Peb 17.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E Hopkins, a Some 60 Rockland High School athson.
i le'es and, coaches and noted athletic
Itandall—At Knox Hospital Peb 17 I officials will be honored. Doing tne
to Mr. and Mrs. Mllledge Randall of toastmaster honors for the evening
Spruce Head, a son.
Gushee—At Gould Maternity Home. will be James Connellan. A most
Union. Peb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. Carleton i interesting informal speech, accom
Gushee of Appleton, a son Joel Carle panied by motion pictures, by Adnm
ton
Hill—At Gould
Mateml'.v Home, P. Walsh. Bowdoin College football
Union. Peb 13. to Mr and Mrs Vlllo coach, will highlight the evening.
Hill of Searsmont. a daughter Linda Mr. Walsh will be accompanied by
Diane.
Burr—At Norwalk, Conn., Peb. 15. to Malcolm Morrill, athletic director,
Mr. and Mrs. Alan C Burr (Eleanor and Jack McGee, track coach, all
Libby), a daughter Elizabeth Rose. ! of Bowdoin. A buffet style supper
Jameson—At Knox Hospital. Peb 8. wil! start the evening off, accom
to Mr and Mrs. Roger Jameson, a
panied by a touch of music befitdaughter—Jo Anne
Following the
Dye-—At Mary Wentworth Maternity trng the occasion.
Home. Vinalhaven. Peb 11, to Mr and program, soft drinks and refr’shMrs. Roy Dyer, a daughter Lucy Marie
' ments will be served.

—Photo by Cullen

Frederick G. Payne

The Baptist Men's League is in
tor another treat Thursday night
when Frederick G. Payne comes
here to address that organization
- He is very much in the public eye
these days and has daily speaking
engagements in all' parts af State.
i The former mayor of Augusta who
was once very close to being Gov
ernor of the State, has many
friends in Rockland, and they al
ways enjoy hearing him speak. The
DIED
Mrs.
Maurice
E.
Lermond
of
War

women folks are providing another
Dennison—At St. George. Peb 15.
ren
was
soloist
at
the
Christian
Sci

of those suppers which make the
Donald Victor Dennison .son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald V Dennison, age 5 ence Church Sunday morning. Until Baptist men's league so jiopular.
months. 13 days. Funeral Wednesday coming to Warren, three years ago.
at 2 o'clock from Burpee Funeral
Home, rnterment ln Forest Hill Ceme- Mrs. Lermond had a «tudio in Provi
dence and had classes in both piano
tery'. Spruce Head.
Rockland’s
Allen—At Camden. Peb. 16 Mary and voice and was soloist at one of
Olive Allen, wife of Alden P. Allen of the Providence churches. She has
Hope Corner, age 77 years
Funeral
a very beautiful voice. She was
Junior
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the re-1
dence, Adalla Farm, Hope Rev. Win I not only soloist but director of the
field Witham officiating
j choir in one of the largest churches
Chamber
Prescott—At Camden. Peb 14. Mrs
*
Carrie Agnes Prescott, wife of George I for 14 years.

W Prescott, age 70 years
Wetherbee—At Camden. Peb 14. Dr
Sarah H. Wetherbee, age 89 years
Dalzell—At Quogue, Long Island. N
Y , Feb. 17. Fred B .Dalzell.
Murphy—At Rockland. Feb 14, Laura
Murphy, widow of Ned Murphy, age 76
vears. 6 months 13 days.
Funeral
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Russell Funeral Home
Interment In
Achorn Cemetery
Kininons—At Methuen. Mass . Peb 6.
Annie Colley Emmons, wife of Herbert
Emmons, to merlv of Rockland
Clifford—At Sanford. Peb 2. Iella
iPorter). Clifford widow ol Re. Peicy
J. Clifford, formerly of Thomaston and
Vinalhaven.
Duim—At Bangor, Peb. 15. Lee Dunn,
age 63 years. 4 months. 17 days. Fu
neral from Burpee Funeral Home Tues
day at 2 p. m . Rev. Alfred G Hemp
stead officiating
Moon—At Rockville Peb 17. Wilson
Ambrose Moon, age 84 years. 11 months.
7 days Funeral Friday at 2 p m from
Burpee Funeral Home
Entombment
tn Sea View.
Fossett—At Vinalhaven,
Feb
14,
Mamie Green Fossett, age 63 years.
Funeral ln the church Wednesday at
2 p. m.. Rev. Charles Mitchell otfirlat
Ing. Interment at Vinalhaven
Holbrook—At Rockland. Feb. 17. Mrs
Lucy Holbrook.

FOR HER
(In Memory of Doris Damon)
She left a world that donned a shim
mering dress
To find her new found happiness.

The roads were white with deep encrusted snow
Each branch and twig were bending
low.
Her life was quiet as the road we went
To see her take her last sweet sacra
ment.

Mrs. Mary Gushee, who was seri
The Rockland Junior Chamber of
ously injured in a fall on the ice
last week-end is at the home of her | Commerce met Monday night at the
daughter Mrs. E. Carl Moran. Thorndike Hotel with an attendance
of 55 members.
Chestnut street.
Speaker for the evening was Al
Rev J. C. Albright, superintendent bert MtPhail, president of the
Senior
Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
of the New England district of the
Churcii of the Nazarene, will con MacPhail discussed the city’s park
duct special services Wednesday, ing and traffic problems, which he
Thursday and Friday nights at 7.33 claims are not. in their present
at the local church in collaboration form, meeting the required meas
with the pastor. Rev. Curtis L. Stan ures for which they were intended.
A report by Donald Chisholm on
ley. Mr. Albright will also sjjeak at
3 and at 7.30 p. m. Sunday. While (the Community Park Project re
here he will discuss with the Church vealed plans made to build a new
Board the matter of its future pas and improved baseball diamond.
tor as Mr Stanlev has accepted a Work will commence as soon as
the ground can be worked, and c ty t
call to the Bath Church.
1 equipment is at the disposal of this
project. The Jaycees will provide
CARD OF THANKS
T wish tc thank Dr Allen.Dr. Lawry, all technical information for this
Dr. Brown Sr. and Dr. Brown, Jr., the job
nurses at Knox Hospital and all friends
Edward Connolly reported on the
who remembered me with cards, flow
ers. gifts and other acts of kindness Community Building Drive, and 1
during my stay ln the hospital
said he expected the Jaycees tc
I4*lt
Mrs. Samuel Peterson.
reach their quota. He also would
appreciate the assistance of any of
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all mv friends and the members in canvassing foi
Miriam Rebekah Lodge in Rockland for coming week.
the beautiful flowers and many cards
A discussion was held regarding a
I received while I was a patient ln the Knox County Industry week, with
Exeter Hospital.
a three-day show displaying the
Mrs. Amelia Gray,
Exeter. N. H.
•
products made in Knox County.
President Charles Bicknell an
VU’RECI \TION
I wish to express my sincere appre- nounced that Rockland has second
' elation to relatives and friends for to the largest Junior Chamber of
their kind expressions of sympathy in Commerce membership in the State
! my recent bereavement.
of Maine, with Bangor ranking
Harold P Cobb
first, something Rockland should
i Searsmont.
1 feel proud about.
•CARD OF THANKS
The next meeting will take place
This is to express my heartfelt
thanks and appreciation for the many March 1 at 6.30 p. m. a supper
kindnesses accorded me while I was meeting.

Her thoughts were of the flowers of
Spring
The Joy the wild birds bring.
That cannot reach the Heavens starlit
lane.
That means for her. Joy and the end
of pain.
a patient at Camden Community hos
Betty Stahl Parsons.
pital. I am especially grateful to many
friends and neighbors in Camden and
IN MEMORIAM
Tn loving memory of our dear Fla- Union and to the doctors and nurses
vllla, who left us four years ago. at the hospital.
• «
Mrs. Lila Burrlll.
Feb 19.
A white ship slipped from its mooring
CARD OF THANKS
At the close of a beautiful day;
We wish to thank relatives, neigh
And out with the tide it glided
bors. and friends who remembered us
And Silently slipped away.
in any way during the illness and
Away to a fair horizon where clouds death
of our loved one. Every act of
wall up the skies;
kindness shown was most sincerely
It drifted Into the darkness too deep. appreciated.
We .wish also to thank
For tear-dimmed eyes...
those who sent flowers or offered the
For we know beyond the shadows
use
of
their
cars.
Beyond the purpling West—
14'lt
Leroy Wiggin and Family.
Lies the perfect part of Heaven where
our loved one has found rest
CARD OF THANKS
Kind, gentle of speech and manner
I wish to express my thanks and ap
Modest, and loving, and true
preciation to all the students of
She has left this world of ours better Rockland High School, who voted for
me. also the merchants who gave gifts
Just for her having passed through.
Gloria Studley.
Son, Harold Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and flowers.
15*lt
B. Arey and family.
Vinalhaven.
14-lt
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives and
friends, who extended us sympathy and
comfort in the loss of our dear one.
and for the floral offerings and cards,
also those who so kindly furnished
cars and those who served as pallbear
ers and especial thanks to Rev. James
Wilson and Mrs. Margaret Elwell.
George M. Snow and Family.

HEATED ROOMS
$5 and $6 a Week

Licensed Lady Embalmer

'Rockland Tel. 810

Back here In Maine, friends of H.
D. Crie, former commissioner of Sea
and Shore Fisheries, will learn with !
deep regret that he is very ill m a
Mission Beach, Calif., hospital. Hopo
Is entertained, however, of his re- i
covery in a short time. The Cries
have sold their hotel in Texas and
j have returned to California to live '

Harbor View House

EXPERT
TYPEWRITER

250 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
CORNER PLEASANT STREET
A. Davis, Prop.

REPAIR SERVICE
STATE HEWS COMPANY

14'li

ROCKLAND,

ME.

PHONE

543 - R

BAKED BEAN
SUPPER
I. 0. 0. F. HALL

CARL M. STILPHEN

LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANC1
SERVICE

rKONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
84-tf

APPLETON, ME.

NOW SERVING

THURSDAY, FEB. 19

SEAL TEST
ICE CREAM

Besides the oratorical treatment
which is in store for the Baptist
Men's League Thursday night there s
the littl? matter of a nice tuntcy
supper.

Ambulance Service

Body, Fender and Paint Expert
Is Now Ready To Estimate Your Repairs

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, ootome,rlst, for a pair of good glasses. 492
Tld County Road, Rockiard. Me
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m., Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590-M, City.
lOtf

CLICK PHOTOS
Phoios Taken While You
Wait
ONE HOUR SERVICE
Also

Baby Pictures Taken
At the Home
PHONE 402
14*15

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Knox County Superior Court re
Penobscot View Grange, Glen
convened this morning and an ap Cove, will meet Thursday night at
peal from the will of the late F. 7.30.
Helen Paladino by her daughter,
Mrs. Frances H. Perry and other attention in the city and surround
heirs, may be heard.
ing towns.
Mrs. Perry claims undue influence
exerted upon her mother by James
Pinal clearance of Ladies and
E. Stevens of Rockland, who is childrens coats and dresses: Ladies
named as one of the beneficiaries coats, Reg. Price $58.00. Sale $29 50.
in the will.
Ladles coats, Reg. Price, $42.50.
Inasmuch as the traverse jury Sale, $25.00. Children’s coats, Reg.
was dismissed after the last criminal Price, $15.50. Sale $5.00; Ladles
case last week, it is presumed that dresses, Reg. Price, $19.95, Sale
Justice Edward Merr.ll of Skowhe $10.00; Ladles dresses. Reg. Price,
gan will hear the case without jury. $1255. Sale $750; Ladles dresses,
Attorneys for Mrs. Perry are Reg. Price. $8 .75, Sale $3.00. Senter
Charles T Smalley of Rockland and Crane Company.—adv 14-15
William Mahoney of Portland. Ap
pearing for Stevens will be Ernest Public baked bean supper. Satur
Ooodspeed of Augusta and Gilford day' night, 5 to 7 o'clock, UnlversalGeorge R. Perry
Butler of Rockland.
lst Church. 50 cents. Auspices ToThis is George R Perry, who will
Tiie case has attracted widespread nian Circle.
14-15
open the Rockland Marble and
Granite Works March 1. Mr. Perry
conducts the George R Perry Mon
ument Co. in Bath wh ch he will
continue. His son George R. Perry,
Baraca Class of the Methodist Jr will be in active charge oi the
Church will hold a cooked food sale local plant. Extensive improve
Saturday afternoon. Feb. 21, in the ments in equipment and to the
buildings will be made at the com
Burjiee Furniture Store.
pany's Lindsey street property.
There was a large attendance
ss
A PENNY CARNIVAL
Friday night at the very impressive
Mrs. Ruby Maktnen and Mrs.
service of the World Day of Praver
in the Tower Room at the Com Mildred Williams are co-chairmen
745Mam,St.
Tel. 17
Rockland AU
munity Building. Mrs. Gilmore of the Penny Carnival to be held
Soule decorated the alter with re Thursday, at 7 p. m. at the South
ligious objects from the Episcopal Thomaston Town Hall for the bene
We wish to announce that we are to continue to carry
Church. Mrs. Lendon C. Jackson. fit of the Central School fund. This
Jr., was first leader. Mrs. Walter is to be a gala affair for the whole
Anderson second leader. Voices: family to enjoy with games,grabs
Mrs. Carl Blied, Mrs. Samuel Small, and refreshments. Also there will
Mrs Kendrick Dorman and Mrs. be a beano party at 8 p. m. Mrs
Carl Griffith. Candle lighters, Mrs. Virginia Bird will be in charge of
Thomas Sweeney. Miss Marie Dorr, grabs. Mrs. Mary Burgess and Mrs.
We have just received a large shipment. Come
Mrs, Alfred Hempstead, Mrs. Fred Mary Harjula in charge of games,
in and look over our color cards and we will be glad
Harden, Jr.. Mrs. Frances Stevens, Mrs. Marion Arey in charge of pop
Mrs. George Avery, Miss Beatrice corn, Mrs. Mildred Harjula and
to help you with your Raininty piublems, with no
Chapman and Mrs Edward Gordon Mrs. Mildred Williams in charge of
Choir: Mrs. Charles Jillson. Mrs reD-e.-hments and Mrs. Arlene Hop
obligation to buy.
John A. Stevens, Mrs. Putnam kins and Mrs Martha Sleeper in
Bicknell. Miss Virginia Chapman. charge of beano. A good cause too,
We also have Turpentine, Varnish, Shellac, Lin
Mrs Lydia Storer. Miss Doris Mun this raising money for a new Cen
ro. Miss Norma Munro, and Miss tral School.
seed
Oil. Muresco, Paint Brushes, Glazing Compound
Addie De Coster. Pianist, Mrs.
Read
Tiie
Courier-Gazette
and
Sandpaper.
Richard Spring. Mrs Lydia Storer,
solo, "The Lord's Prayer." accom
panied by Miss Dorothy Lawry.

The annual banquet of the Rock
land Chamber of Commerce will be
held at Masonic Temple Tuesday
night. Supper will be served at 6.30
by Golden Rod Chapter O. E. S.,
under the direction of Mrs. Eliza
beth Seavey.
Retiring president Fred C. Gat
combe will preside at the meeting
until the anouncement of the
late of new officers in the report
of the chamber secretary. Mrs. Le
flore Savage. Albert MacPhail, Sr.,
of Owl’s Head is presumed to be
the incoming president as he has
once publicly appeared as preside-i’elect on the occasion of the chart
er night dinner of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce. The names
of other officers and new directors
have not been revealed.
The principal speaker will be Ray
M Hudson of Boston, industrial
executive of the New England
Council. He will speak on small in
dustry and of obtaining location of
them in communities like Rockland.

“Market
DU FONT PAINTS

WIRING

Roller Fast Bicycle for sale, very Intercom Systems, Oil Furnace In
reasonable price. Very good condi terference Filters. Free Estimates.
tion. Speedompter. carrier, etc
All Work Guaranteed
Phene 1372-M. Sidney Kaler. City.
E. W. LYMBURNER
TEL. THOMASTON 18R-2
10*11
Advertise in The Oourier-Oa2ette

DU PONT SPEED EASY

The Cold Water Paint for Walls, Ceilings and to
Cover Wallpaper to Redecorate Your Rooms

THIS IS THE LAST CALL
For The

COMMUNITY BUILDING
OPERATING FUND
„ Me-

DON’T DELAY YOUR CONTRIBUTION
In This All Important Campaign To Get Community Building Operating For the Benefit
Of Our Boys and Girls and the Community

COMMUNITY BUILDING WAS A WAR CASUALTY
During War Years Its Entire Facilities Were Given Over To the War Effort. It Has Never

Recovered, and No Benevolent Government Can Step In With Aid. We Must Save the In

LADIES’ RAYON

SPUN
DRESSES
All Sizes

WINTER ST.,

ft ft ft ft
News Items from all of the Pa
tron. of Hu.tamrtry are welcomed
here.

It Is definitely "Business as
Usual" at Wotton's, in spite of the
remodelling of the store front. We
will serve you promptly.—adv.

E. B. CROCKETT’S

Our

TELS. 390—1174-M
U»-1U LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Appeal From Paladino Will
Was In Order For a
Hearing

stitution For the Welfare Of Our Boys and Girls and Our Community.

AT

GEOGE A. LACOMBE, JR.

Funeral Home

Will Address Annual Banquet
Of Chamber of Commerce
Tonight

GRANGE CORNER

The Pleasant Street bakery will
close for about two weeks, for al
terations. Charles Fairweather 14 15

This Week’s
Headliner Special

Announcing

BURPEE

In Superior Court

Alfred L. Greenlaw and four
other engineers of Glen Martins,
Baltimore, Md., have gone to C do
rado fer two weeks' skiing. This
item seems to correct an erroneous
item wnich appeared in Friday a
issue.

From 5.00 to 7.06 P. M.
Sponsored by Library Association
Adults, 56c; Children, 35c

10-tf

A Boston Speaker

Patrons of the Haskell fish mar
ket are complimenting the owners
because of the extensive Improve
ments which have lately been made
on the establishment.

275 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
PAY VIEW HOTEL

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Page Tfirel

TEL. 889
14-lt

$).

THIS IS ONE DRIVE THAT MUST NOT FAIL
Give, and Give Generously, and Give Now. Buy a Membership For Yourself and Some
Deserving Youngster As Well.

It’s Your City, Your Children, Your Comm unity Building, and Your Responsibility.

Page Four
Local Girl Sang

WARREN

Basketball Battles

Patricia Bisbee Won Acclaim
At Jimmie and Dick Show

o c- o -cIT

Tel 49

Rev Edward L. Manning will de
Another Jo’lv couples party was
held Frid- ■’ : i fit In the vestry of liver the first sermcn In a series for
the Methedist Church. Supper was I Lent, at the Congregational Church
-erved by Mrs. Earl Butler. Mrs. Ben Sunday morning, this one entitled.
jamin Nichols and Mrs. William A Time for Penan :e.’ Sunday
Robbin H-rbert Hawes anti John School at 9.30 a. m
At the Baptist Church Sunday
Crc' . ’ i
-hare- of the entertai' i
with novel Rev. Lee Perry will have for his ser
gao.es that provokeu much merri mon topics the following at 10 a. m.
ment The mntter of organization "Need of Righteousness—The De
was presented to the group and it pravity of Man," the third in a
was voted .to organize, by a unani -er ec on the book of Romans," and
mous vote or ell the men present t 7 p. m. “Christ's Provocative
The officers alerted were: Presi- Warnin':.” Sunday School at 11.10
n Th Bible class will meet to
firt. Al ■ ’
C‘ rintte t’s"ts
ri P ■ . 3t the

Fditor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Requests are being heard on every
hand from the 200 persons who
came from surrounding towns, In
cluding Eocthbav Ha bor, who ware
turned away from ’he Jimmie and
Dick Novelty Boys, their troupe and
guest stars played io a caoacity
house at the Community Building.
That the group is very popular
with Rockland' audiences was proven
by the generous applause with wnlch
their show was greeted.
One of the city's younger singers.
Patricia Bisbee, appearing as a gueat
star, received very warm and gen
erous applause and answering to
several encores in a very charm'ig
-barrier Patricia filled in for Carl
T'-'icl-- Grov -bn-e illness with
. ' ’ f.-e,
kl.lm at bone
prtf -'<■ Ot«T]
•id l.i -

, >

'’.i'JJ''- ’

i. '

' •1 . fi
’ :.

».-

wc f the’
1 ppp

re-

--- nn a f'ltUrt

nt-’- t<i

ring in
nrint M. . .
c
uers of ihe Warren Vol
,
-, -r.-]
ume
Fire Depar tment are planlo.tn K. 1! I Inwood WTUcp- n.ng a public, oyster stew supper
Mnrt< an,’ Roc"r Lake o' ior Feb. 28 at the I. O. O. F„ din•♦ended »bc r>”—for ' Win
ng had, roceeds for the fire comn ny. Tickets are on sale for the
r’s hir
i’'».n
’ j flreuvn.
t the Tov:
bric.n Caucus will be
. r \7 ne-ca;. evening at
■
.. , •
nominal'- can
't' town office, to be sup1,
the . nnunl town meeting,
M. mis
r.d lo take up any other
Q
•fi-pofo TvjapzJ 1’
u inc ? which may properly be
S’ Cliff ’ 1) T*Q"1 J',~ TJ—''.-v—pi-y, n'’y)'r>f»4
• ■’ of it, ' he m ' h”
. jo ni n ee-iug c: the Waiieu
V
TV' Trr<* /'f Ne*” Pa ent-teacheis Asso iat cn and
JT. vr r'nr>ri is wuert o’ M". en-' the Warren High School Alumni
M*r P E Th’irston
Association will be held tonight at
The basketball game to have 7.30 at the new school building.
been played with Wiscasset at Some matters of importance will
Union Tuesdav night has been post come before the meeting, among
poned until Wednesday night
them work projects to be approved
The Methodist Men's Brotherhood by the P. T. A., which have been
scheduled to meet Wednesday nlg’lt planned by the ways and means
has been postponed because of the committee. During the program
basketball game, to Feb. 24.
period, contests and games have
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson en- been arranged by the February
te-tained the "63 Club” Saturdav program committee, o' which Mrs.
night. Prize winning scores were Charles Kigel Is the chairman. All
held by Mrs. Earl Butler. Alfred interested in school problems are
Hawes. Mrs. Lucius Barker and Earl invited to attend.
Butler.
Committee for the meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett went Ivy chapter, Friday are as follows:
to Portland Sur.dav after Mrs Ada Entertainment, Mrs. Margaret Saw
Wincapaw, who has been a patient yer: refreshments, Mrs. Avis Nor
at the Maine General Hospital
wood, Mrs. Edna White and Mrs.
M’s. Malcolm, Hannan will he Carrie Butler.
hostess to the Friendly Bs Thursday
A program on "Geraniums” w-as
night.
presented Friday at the meeting of
University cf Maine students were the Woman’s Club. Field and Gar
home this week after completing den unit, which was held at the
mid-year exams. Guests of Eva I home of Mrs. Flora Peabody with
Burgess were Ann Burbank and Mrs. Everett Cunningham, assist
Dorothea Butler, both of New Jer ing hostess. Program numbers in
sey. and. Barbara Burrows of Ban cluded the opening, a reading by
Mrs. Prank D. Rowe: "Indoor Cul
s'51'~
Regular meeting of Orient Chap ture of Potted Plants,” by Mrs.
ter, O.E.S. Friday night Refre-h- William Cunningham; ‘Scented
ments, Mrs. Lillian Niskila, Mrs leafed Geraniums" by Mrs. Abbie
Muriel Kenoyer, Mrs. Constance Newbert: "Young Geraniums from
Durkee and Miss Edith Howard. Old" by Miss LaVerne Young;
Program. Mrs. Linnibel Sprowl and ^'Climbing. Cactus Stemmed, and
Mrs Ruth Pease.
Little Geraniums" by Mrs. Judson
Lord: and "Colored-Leafed Gerani.
Union Store Changes Hands
Carl and Ernest Cunningham, urns” by, Mrs. Herbert Emmons
brothers, have bought the R. P- Refreshments were served in keep
Russell grocery business, owned and ing with Valentine’s Day.
The Woman’s Club Study Unit
operated by Robert Russell the past
three year’ The Cunninghams are meets Thursday at 2 p. m.. at the
natives oi fJnicn. Carl has always home of Mrs. Alena Starrett.
The Hearthstone Club will meet
resided in town, operated a barber
at the home of Mrs. Edna
shop and recently bought the Bur today
Nash.
kett hardware st-ore. He is mar
Mrs. Albert Hanson, of South
ried and has two sons. Ernest was
a resident of Bath during the war Warren regional therapy chair
where he tw employed as crane op man in the Medomak Region Gar
den Clubs, and Mrs. Phillip Sim
erator. The last year he has lived mons.
chairman & the Woman’s
with his wife and daughter in Reck,
land He was in the wholesale meat Club Field end Garden Unit of tbiousin?-s
He plans to move io tr-wn attended a committee meet
Union The Cunniijghams took over Ing hold F-tHflr ot the Rvde Home
the ownership and management of To- Crinvled Chi’dren in Bath.
p n fs»arrott. leR Ratnrdsv
the store yesterday.
for Brockton. Mess.. wh»re she will
Th" Master Mason degree will tc be
housp o„est of her sister. Mrs
worked on two candidates at a sperphnver and bo- pioop
clai - . • f Un' tfasonlc Lodge
'Tn-irt -phayer c'br will -Iso v’rit
• «, y+her Small Vflpghn in Wlllttf Xfr
Wpr(S

Preppy

WALLPAPER

o.CT1 I-nf’-

C’'V”p cprJ
*T” pf T-»^„.yirw.pr,^

HIGHEST QUALITY

MTS.

WT'am P-.rtrtdoo

v.

o’-'orr.-.tno-’ nt hridve Friday ev»n’n— tho fo>tfmdn-r rilFt, Mr nod

FINE ASSORTMENT

M-c

T e’npd

«rtb,,r

Bicknell's Hardware
’,09-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TFL. 1574
WE DELIVER
66-tf

X4r

Pbi’b-nok

ob-npr, qi„„Ar, Vr nnd Mrs.
Partridge were presented flowers
marking th-ir 34th wedding anni
versary, which they recently ob.served.
Rev. Fdward L. Manning will de
liver the first in a series of talks

NOTICE!
Warren Water Supply Customers!
Please Conserve Water As Much As Possible!
Is Very Limited.

The Supply

Use Basement Shutoffs in Cold Weather.
Do Not Leave Water Running To Waste, to Save Freezing.

WARREN WATER SUPPLY CO.
13-14

NEW CAR-LIFE!

Power

Restoring

One way to keep your
car working at high effici
ency Ls—through our AllOut Auto Repairs. We
work from bearings to com
pression-head to give a
motor rcNEWed zip! Power
restored, means oil and
gas economies, remember.
AND!—our fair charges
save the car itself!
14&19-20

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET.

nnd

Sfr qpd Mr'

C.-,rr„+t

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 889

< and Carl's vct^a McTWdit)
• n - mi'e 1 to keep this in mind
Tt is the hone of their many friends
t’-at the Jimmy and Dick Novelty
Bovs, their group, and especially the
little Irishman, Robert Cokley, who
won every heart there with his sing
ing, will be heard soon again in the
Community Building.
With their clean jokes and fun
v’oek’and can’t have too many of
tkese kind of entertainments.
Bertha McIntosh.
'-rr -Jl—

on Cynthia Maus’ Book, ‘Christ
and the Fine Arts" at a Wednesday
evening meeting, which will be
held at the home of Mrs. Everett
Cunningham.
The Congregational Brotherhood
will hold a supper meeting Thurs
day night at the chapel, to which
active members of the Warren Vol
unteer are especially invited. A re
port from the project committee
of the Brotherhood will be given.
The Past Grand and Past Noble
Grand Association of Knox and
Lincoln counties will meet at tile
Rockland I. O. O. F., Hall, Wed
nesday night. Visiting members are
reminded to take sweets for the
supper.
Mrs. Maurice Cunningham is re
ported gaining.
A Silver Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Overlock
who observed their silver wedding
anniversary Thursday, were given a
surprise family party at their home
that evening. Among the gifts they
received a fluorescent lighting fix
ture, flowers, and from the children
a huge anniversary cake. Present
besides the immediate family at
home, were Mr. and Mrs. Kendall
Orff of Cushing, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Overlock 2d of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs Norman Whltehill and
family of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs.
Arnold Teague and family of Trevett, Mr. and Mrs. Roger Teague.
Mrs. Isa Teague and Maurice Watts
of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Overlock were mar
ried in 1923. by Rev. Benjamin P.
Browne, pastor of the First Bap
tist Church in Rockland. They have
nine children and one grand
daughter. Mrs. Overlock is the
daughter of Mrs. Isa Teague and
the late Frank Teague of Warren
and Mr Overlock is the youngest
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Overlock, also of Warren.
Mrs. Overlock. past noble grand
of Mystic Rebekah Lodge, is at pres
ent holding the office of right sup
porter of the noble grand, in that
order. Mr. Overlock is a past grand
of Warren Lodge, I. O. O. F.,

WALDOBORO
MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
ft « « »
7' ' ”b ,e 78

M” O B IiUdlwng. M s. M’lcoim
Li’t’c -rd Mrs Th mas Brown
■ - in B-'kland Saturday.
Mi Robert Usn”’han and s-n
P--be.-‘ put. Fridae to New York
• visit M's Hanrahan’s mother.
’ 'r~ Aii-e Lambert, and uncle, Wil
liam Clark
Ml school' In town will close Feb
28 for a w-ek.
Mrs. Nick DePatsy returned Sat
urday from Boston.
Supt. Earl Spear, Mrs. Lillian
Boggs, Mrs. Harriet Holden, Jon i
Doyle, Mrs. Dorothv Miller, Mrs
Annette Brooks and Mrs. Althea
Winchenbach attended the fir-t
meeting of the University of Main?
Extension Coursce in additional aid
offered at Rockland. Wednesday.
Waite Weston has been through a
tonsil and adenoid operation at the
Miles Memorial Hospital, Damari
scotta, the past week.
Mrs. Kerwin Deymore was in
Portland Wednesday.
Secretary James W. Vanderpool
announced a meeting to be held
Tuesday at 8 p. m. in Waldoboro
High School. There will be an an
nual meeting of the Co-opera’ive
Lockers, Inc., for the purpose of
electing directors to succeed the in
corporating directors.
Following
the business meeting refreshments
will be served and an entertainment
presented.

I

New Treatment
• Gets Real Results
Don’t let your child Buffer the torment of
Pin-Worms! Today, thanks to a special,
medically recognized drug, a highly effec
tive treatment has been made possible.
So watch for the warning signs, espe
cially the embarrassing rectal itch. Get
JAYNE'S P-W right away and follow the
directions. These small, eaay-to-take tablets
were developed after years of patient re
search in the laboratories of Dr. D. Jayne
A Son to act in a special way to remove
Pin-Worms.
'

It's easy to remember: P-W for Pin-Worm* I

Out Of The Southland

»CLASSIFIED “

(Continued from Page Two)
Concerning Rockland Folks
was spoiled Thursday night as the
fast moving Legionnaires nipped
Who Are Wintering In
Rockland in the final minutes of
Florida, and Their
play.
Scoring three quick baskets the
Guests
legion went out in front to win
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hills Fuller,
Led by Don Spaulding, the greatest
player ever to come cut of Camden
Coral Gables, Fla., were surprised
High School, the Legionnaires were
Sunday to see Dr, and Mrs. D. S.
never in serious trouble.
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Newman, who are vacationing at
Don Kelsey of tournament fame,
Delray Beach, and Dr. and Mrs. H.
plaved’ a fine offensive game wlt’i
Advertisements in this rCnmn not to exceed three Une« in
J. Weisman and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
good faking and dribbling to set
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
Linek n. who are at Fort Lauder
the pace for his teammates. Foul
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cento for two time*. Flro
dale. Then Mr. and Mrs. Fred Treshooting hurt the Dodges, making
small words to a line.
cartin and son Timmie stopped by
only six of 24 shots. Duff. Allen and
Special Notice! AU “blind ads” so called 1. e, advertisement*
to join the party. If Rockland
Ames turned tn a fine performance
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaaetts
friends at home could have listened '
for the local club.
in as these Rockland friends away
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
Camden, although a small club,
from home talk, many persons
with a tough home court, has proven
now
in
Rockland
would
surely
jour

Itself capable of beating the Dig
’earns on large floors, such as Rock
Totals .............. 23
11
57 ney to the Land of Sun and Flow
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
ers. Henry Bird, who lives two
land.
Waldoboro (31)
blocks from the Fullers, drove into
The Legionnaires have one of the
F.
P. the yard n time to see the rich tan
TWO months old wine tapestry SofaNEW Durable Felt-base Rugs, in fine
cAmi-p’o Bfta’s in eastern '♦oodv If .............. G.10
bed for sale. Paid $89 for it.
Will sell patterns, heavy weight, also 6-foot
2 the sojourners were wearing.
-v’un'rg ’6 *a -ec and dr-”- Creamer If ........... 0
for $50. It’s Just like new Call PHONE width Rug Border MORRIS OORDAN
1
1
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Rokes and 977 W or see It at 668 Main ST., up- AND SON. 6 T St.
14-15
Mtel-ane rf ............ 0
0
0 Mrs. Rokes' sister, dropped by to stairs
14*15---------------------------------------------------------------T- ‘
' ’b Ca-n«1»n Vn’U” Rpauldtng rf ........ 0
0
0 say1 hello to the Donald Fullers and ------------------------------------------------------------- 1 e>RY Slab Wood, Stove length, for
-- w',”*l"r He”! ’nd Spaulding Peterson 0 .......... 10
1940 FORD. 4-door Sedan for sale, In sale
Prompt delivery.
Tel. 883-W
3
23 Henry Birds, enroute to Key West. very
good condition. Price $800.
H. after 4 p. m. D. E. PAYSON, 12 Brew-.-bo.se ahil’tv to w’n a game ha- Winchenbach lg ... 0
1
1
N.
PROCTOR.
Lake
Avenue.
Tel.
846
ster
street.
14*15
Mrs. Dororthy Bird Snow enter
irpot. tb.”" ir. too s<'0"i-nro ranks.
14*15 I
Bagley rg .............. 1
2
4 tained about 25 guests Sunday, in
WICKER Baby Stroller for sale. Ex
The Rockland club !s fortunate .r.
her attractive Coral Gables home, SIX-INCH Power Jointer for sale, ! cellent condition. Price $10.00. TEL.
b-vina Waite- Oav. Tim Flanagan.
Totals .............. 12
7
31 honoring her mother, Mrs Jane as good as new $20. M F. LOVEJOY. , 29-M.
14-15
Mike Quinn. Don Matheson and Referee. Henry. Time. 4-10’s.
.14-15 1
|
Bird,
on her birthday. Congratula- 140 Talbo: Ave Tel. 1060-J.
FORD Va-ton Pick-up Truck (1941)
Charles Wotton to officiate, as they
• • • •
USED Electrolux Vacuum Cleaner for for sale. New tires, mechanically good,
{tions spent themselves among gorare five of Maine’s top referees.
A League Deadlock
Perfect condition. Factory re-| $650 TEL. CAMDEN 2047, after 8 a m
I geous Florida flowers that decorat- sale
conditioned.
Price reasonable. LEWLS j to 5.30 p. m.
14*15
Camden (39)
Lincoln vs. Boothbav Harbor at
the rooms. The Rockland guests E. DYER, phone 112. Rockland or write ,
G
F.
P Newcastle and Thomarton vs. Wal ; ed
1947 PHTUCO Freezer. 2.5 cu. ft. for
Included Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. care of CASSENS. 168 Camden St.
Has never been used. Will sell
’Whittier, If ......... 7
1
15 doboro at Thomaston. These games Bird. Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell, Mr. and
13-17 I; sale.a loss.
$165. PUTNAM FARM. ButHeal, rf ................ 4
13 will be played Friday night and Mrs. Fred Trecartin and son Tim POLICE Pups, male, for sale. Very ! at
termllk Lane. Tel 167-14.________ lfr*15
Milliken, rf..... ..... 0
0
0 thereby may hang the champion mie. and Mr. and Mrs. Donald H MRS AUBERT LETOHER, BurkettvUle. i DIVILBESS Paint Sprayer for sale. In
BpaHiding, c......... 3
3
9 ship of the Knox-I.inooln League as Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Law
14*lt good condition, comlete $35. ALEXBagley, lg ............. 0
0
0 Lincoln and Thomastcn are tied far rence represented Belfast. It was “ZTZ.-------- -- ----- ANDERS AUTO BODY. 54 Park St
FORD Coupe (1938) for sale._ Very
14*15
Young, lg ............. 10
2 the lead. Incidentally the Lincoln a typical Coral Gables, February good
condition; 9 WOOD ST.. Camden,
BABY'S White Fur Carriage Robe for
Bryant, rg............. 2
0
4 girls hope to win their 36th con party, one with all windows flung
14*15
sale. MRS WALTER E SPEAR. Rankin
secutive victory. Standing of the I wide apart.
»,rTON International Panel Truck'St Tel 216
14-15
39 two Leagues:
Totals .......... ...... 17
for
sale.
In
good
condition.
TEL.
TENt
' 1‘i-TON Ford Truck. Stake body In
Mr. and Mrs Fred Trecart'n and
14*15 | very
Boys
Dodges (33)
son were recent guests of Mr. and
good condition, for sale; also 3
W. L. P.C. Mrs. Donald H. Fuller at the San MAPLE Platform Rocker only used tons earlv cut Hay. J, L| MOODY, So.
G.
14-15
Lincoln Academy ....
6 1 .857 Sebastian The Trecartins were to a short time; 14 MASONIC ST. 14*15 Hope. Tel Union 11-4
Ames. If ................ 3
Thomaston
.......... 6
1
857 fly. Feb. 12, to St. Thomas, in the Pu®ew%ovk.’ lOTr»me:h^hB^rTeb%l<
dome x^buXc^1''a!,“
McRae. If ............. 0
Boothbay Harbor ....
3 4
429 Virgin Islands, for a months vaca ™A&.2°RPF W8rren- Te‘ ’’Ma'S pS^TAVT^ors‘"SJSS'aS ^maston.
Allen, rf ............... 4
Camden .................. 2
5 .375 tion. They were not conscious of
Kerchner. rf......... 0
Waldoboro .............. 0
7 .099 the trip President Truman planned Sln??SHanrels8sht
Whittier, c ........... 0
F
and
DELCO LIGHT Plant. BOO watt 32 v.d c.
Girls
1 for his visit to St. Thomas at the
71T
complete with batteries, for sale. Can
Flint, c .............. - 5
^oroushb
ed
Jersey
Heffer.
three
years
„
, operetta. Also ’i-h. p. 32 v.
W L. P C. same time. They were conscious
M’Conchie, lg... . 1
and Electric Iron
Lincoln Academy ....
7 0 1.309 only of the allurement of the island. old L W. FBRNALD. Lake Aye. 14-li MotQr
0
Duff, rg
POT-Ty-pe Parlor Heater for sale, • for above plant. Residence, E. Warren
Camden .................. 4
4 .300
Monday callers at the Fuller eight room capacity. L W. Fernald L E FARJUNOTON. R F D., No 1.
Kelsey, rg ............. 1
0
Waldo'ooro ............ 3
4 .429 house, Coral Gables, were Mr, and Lake Ave. City.
14-15 i Thomaston. Me.
14*15
2 5 .286 Mrs. John Toft of South Portland.
Totals ................ 13
7
33 Boothbay Harbor ....
——' HOME CLARION Cook Stove with
Thomaston
............
2
5
.286
tank
for
sale.
$30
LEROY
GOSS.
330
The Tofts had just arrived in
Referees, Matheson and Gay.
Pleasant St , Rt, 1,________________ 14-15
TO LET
j Miami, after a trip to California,
Time, four 10s.• • • •
| OIL Drum, 6:00-16 Tire and Tube. 7
j and Mexico. They reported that
OWL’S HEAD
Fridav night at Boothbav Harbor Friday night Sewing Circle ineers they used a heater every night HEATED Rcoms to let at Harbor View ft. Skis, Sleds. Marble-top Cmmodes,
House.
250
Main
St.,
corner
of
Pleasant
Shotguns. ’Cello, Chest of
the Thomaston High boys’ team with Mrs. Eugene Calderwood at , along their way. That they had to St., $5 and $6 a week. A. DAVIS. Prop. several
Drawers. Round Table and 6 Chairs,
took a very close and exciting de 7.30.
14*15 Dining Room Set. Sewing Machines,
come to Miami to get warm. The
Dishes. Picture Frames of all kinds,
cision to hold on to its lead in the
I Fullers went 'to the beat’ to see the i a or-it-^777",——7 ' 1 ‘ Rockln?
Chairs, lots of other Articles.
Knox-Lincoln league.
at 82 Llmerock St. TEL 400. city
Tofts off for Havana, Cuba.
15 Hyler St., Thomaston.
ST.
GEORGE
____________________________ 13tf ;WEAVER,
After trailing by a 7 to 0 count at
____________________________________ 13-14
Malcolm Pierson, who is employed ! Firms in Japan are seeking mar FURNISHED 2 and 4 room Apart I 2’,2 CORDS Dry Wood, stove length
the quarter, the Thomaston boys
ments to let
V F. STUDLEY Tel.
found themselves, knotted the score by the General Electric Company kets for toys in America.
ia on f°r sale'
furnace. WILLIAM MO1234.
NQNEN, Appleton._________________ 13*14
and went on to win by a single in Bridgeport. Conn., came back to
LARGE
Front
Bedroom
to
let.
adUniversity
of
Maine
last
week
to
re

point with the score 23 to 22.
Joining bath. Idtchen privileges. TEh
tT^uy^a^
This win keeps Thomaston one- ceive his well earned degree.
-T'TT’T
O(K J
T or Tol
T
money. TEL
805
Tel. 512-J.
EXCLUSIVE
half game ahead of Lincoln Acad
FURNISHED Heated
Rooms and
13-14
emy which has played one less game.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Apartments are available at the FOSS
PAIR LADY’S Shoe Skates, size 8 for
HOUSE.
Tel.
8060
1-tf
Interest is beginning to be shown
Puritan Rebekah Lodge of Ten
sale; also two pair men’s, size 9 and
in the outcome of the Knox-Lincoln ant's Harbor met Thursday night
WEBBER’S INN--Board and Room by it Used very little. TEL 506-R. 13-14
Kenlane Manufacturers of DURO '
dav or week. Under new management.
COLOR STYLING ALUMINUM PRO
League and Cla's "B ’ tournament with Mrs Margaret Reid, D.D.P., of
STEEL and Cast Furnaces for sale.
104*lt ltf
(The NEW post-war sales i CALL THOMASTON. 340 3
selection which no doubt will be be District 16, and Mrs. N^ma Smith, i 1I DUCTS
Cash or terms of 3 years. P. A. CLARE.
utopia) will establish a MODEL. 9
Tel 1318___________________________ 13*15
tween Lincoln and Thomaston.
D.M., present; also visitors from
terrlto’y direct sales dletributorshlp '
FORD Coupe (1934) for sale, good
Thomaston (23)
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge of I in Central Maine, IF you can show
WANTED
runnllng condition. good tires; 131
proof that you are or have been a
G.
F.
P Camden.
Chestnut street, Camden. TEL. 2411.
high producer, in the direct (Ap
Watts, rf ............... 4
19
PRACTICAL Nurse. Copmanlon or
13*14
plicator Type) sales field.
Your
Dana, If .................. 2
?
A Leather bags are used ior carry- : I success as a salesman in our model | would consider Housekeeping Position. GIRL’S White Tubular Shoe Skates,
PHONE 8060. Rockland
14*lt size 6, never worn $5.00 for sale; also
will open a tremen
Feyler, c ......—......
c ing water in many countries be | distributorship
dous future, as follows:
HIGH School girl would like to take boy’s Black Tubular Shoe Skates, size
Miller, rg ............. 2
«
0 cause leather 'breathes' and water
1. A position in our nation-wide
ca c of children evenings and week- 5, used twice $5 00; also Sllvertone VlcBeattie, lg ............. ‘
°
_ kept in them tends to remain fresh , distribution.
ends. MAXINE YATTAW.
Tel. 1289. I trola with mahogany case, large size
and ccol.
2. A dist ibutorsliip of your own.
14-15 I table model. $10 Including some recIf you have not been a high proTotals ................. 10 .
3
23
cuTPVAnn
KAanoczot*
wrow+c
56
&HIPYAKD Manager wants ♦<->
to ran*
rent ', ords.
Plpa antMR»S
a,’ BERNARD
aqa w C. KA LER,
n-14
, ducer on the consumer field, please .
Two
or
three
wafers
of
potato
I
Boothbay (22)
I do not apply. Write KENLANE. a sinal’. House preferably, or Apartment fleasant st Tel
chips
thrown
in
at
serving
time
add
13-14 ' suitable for couple and very young J MODEL A Ford for sale, good condlMoore, rf ----------- 4
2
n quite an air to individual soup ' Box 316. Gardiner, Maine.
daughter. Camden Rockland area Ccn- Hon Inquire at 10 ELM ST.. ThomasConnors .................. 0
?
: dishes.
tact BOX 659. Rockland.
14 16
13*14
Andrews, If........... 1
2
n
SAMPSON Electric Mixer with Juice
CAREERS FOR YOUNG MEN
Gray, c ...........— 1
2
’
LEARN To Be a Tree Expert, a profit extractor, for sale. Good condition.
able career for young men. veterans or TEL 287-M_________________________ 13-14
Pierce, rg ............. 1
2
a
non-veterans Study and work at every
Mitchell ............... 0
2
2
PAIR of Work Horses and Harness
Pufec* MOk
angle of scientific tree care.
An In for sale CHARLES C HILL. Shepherd
Tibbetts, lg ........... 0
_
„
US7664
teresting. well paying outdoor voca Hill, Union. Me
12-14
tion. Ea~n While You Learn! On the
-------- --Totals ................. 8_
6
22
Job training with some classroom InCLEMENTS ROCKS from hlgh-prostructlon under nationally recognized i duclQg strains have become famous
Referees, A. Parks. E. Parks. Time.
experts. Small classeb. Indlviudal in- for thelr hardiness, quick feathering,
four 8s.
__
structlon; next clashes start March l I e*rly maturity, and persistent egg layThe Thomaston girls 'won a
and March 15. If you are between 18 ln&MAINE-U.S. APPROVED PULand 30. single, and waat a Real Fu LORUM CLEAN. Baby Pullets. Cock‘briller f-om Boothbav after trauture, write THE F A BARTLETT TREE ereis or straight-run Chicks, prices rea•i” 16 to 5 during the first half.
EXPERT CO.. Post Office Box 1337, &nable. AlsO Reds and Black Sex-Links
• ed bv Gave Stetson, who scored !!
Stamford. Conn.. T H Reuman, Per
CLEMENT8 BROS
sonnel Director.
14*16 FARMS. Rt. 33, Winterport. Me.
•oints. the Thomaston team t.ed
•he score during the last quarter
A small used Tractor, or a good home- I
Apartment House for sale. In
built one. T. J. MAKINEN. Tenant’s : Thomast<>n on Route 1
Five good
and won by a score of 27 to 24.
Harbor Tel 48-12
13*14 roonis and bath in each apartment,

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

OPPORTUNITY

&1

♦•••

Belfast At Thomaston Wednesday
Thomaston entertains the Junior
Varsitv and Va-sitv boys’ teams at
High Fehool gvm Wednesuav
nivht PreLminarv same at 7.30.
Varsity game at 8.30.
•• • •
Camden 57, Waldoboro 31,
Fourteen in a row! That was the
record of the Camden Legionnaires
after winning from the Waldoboro
Firemen in Camden Wednesday
night. The result,was keenly disap

MARINE MOTORS
Wc Are Now Showing

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS

NOW!

AN AUTOMATIC POULTRY FOUNTAIN
THAT 1$ ECONOMICAL, DURABLE
AND DEPENDABLE

F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP. MAINE

58-tf

AIRDOME AUTOMATIC

FOUNTAIN
• Adfuitable Root keeps water at any desired level.
• One screw adjusts water leveL No knobs, gears or gadgets.
• Constant, even ftow of water with shutoff to prevent overflow.
• Will adequately water 250 hens or 200 full grown turkeys.
• Equally efficient on gravity or pressure systems.
• Easy to dean—removable dome permits instant cleaning. A sweep
of the hand cleans entire fountain—no comers or seams to reach.
• Adjustable legs permit 5 heights.
• Roost-proof grill—will not tip.
• Entire fountain double dipped gaivanized offer forming.
• Rubber hose with brass connection. Fits standard thread. Fitter belff
In to keep water dean.
• Nothing to break, weor or deteriorate—will lost indefinitely with
ordinary core.

Chop a ripe avocado pear in
small pieces. Beat with egg beater
until pear is about consistency oi
whipped cream. Serve one spoontul
in clear consomme. Elegant to look
at and elegant to eat.

PINWORMS

pointing to the latter team which
had just won seven straight.
It was 6 all at the end of the
first period, but In the next stanza
the warriors stepped high wide and
handsome to score 20 points against
the Invaders’ 11. Whittier and
Spaulding scored 33 points between
them, but top honors went vto Pet
erson of Waldoboro whose tally
was 33 points.
Camden Legion (57)
G.
F.
P.
Heal If .................. 2
1
5
Milliken If ............ 10
2
Burkett If ........... 0
2
2
Grinnell rf ............ 0
1
1
Whittier rf ........... 8
0
16
A. C. Young rf .... 3
0
6
Spaulding c .......... 6
5
17
Bagley lg .............. 1
0
2
Ralnfrette lg ......... Oil
Bryant rg .............. 1
1
3
A. D. Young rg .... 10
2

*

To»aay-Fiw
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WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
SB-81 RANKIN ST„
BOOKLAND

97-T-U

NMmm

or Turkey
(Nlustrated)

$ JL95

fMn< flbMr

Wm*

Chick or
Poult Size

»5»5

W My Mk.

MAIN SI HARDWARE
o PAINTS-STOVES- KITCHENWARE
“ FORMERLY

pt .

44| MAIN 5T.

VEAHE’S "

ROCKLAND

<£>-

263

~~
r-------------------------- known as Broadway Apartments. House
COMPETENT Reliable Woman want- all occupied, one tenant since 1931,
ed for general housework In family of others 4 to 6 years. A good inveettwo. MRS. ALAN BIRD, 246 Broadway, ment. If Interested contact the own.______________
13tf er W J ROBERTSON. 24 Gleason St..
NICE Long haired Kitten* wanted,' , ’Thomaston._________________________13*18
six to 14 weeks old. DELIA YORK, ! CHEVROLET four-door Sedan (1941)
111 Pleasant St. _Tel. 124-R._____ I3tf for sale. Radio and heater, motor reWTLL do all" kinds of Carpenter 1 £ent*y overhauled, good tires and new
Work and Painting ERNEST M HAR- batt®ry. Call at 29 Franklin St. or TEL.
MON
Tel. 1113-RK.
13*14 I
_____________________________ 14*13
‘ ABLE Seaman with yachting expert- I CHOTCTC Extracted Honey sold by
enoe desires Position on yacht for com ! the^plnt or case
Prices on request.
Ing season.
TEL. 647-31
13*14 Produced and packed by H. G. STAR---------------------------- RETT, Warren
Tel. 30-2
11-17
MIDDLE-AGED lady wishes a Posl "SSvm ---------- o--------- -------------tion as housekeeper for respectable man ' MOVIE Camera. 8 m.m. with 5.6 lens
— n lady who works days
No small I “A1* m'S.
KS'
Idren.
Tel. Belfast
739 M4 or Projector. $25
MILLARD HART. Tai.
children.
II-E0
write FLORENCE MATHEWB. R.F.D 2. , 620 M
care
Annie 8mlth. Lincolnville
_________________________
11*14 IMMEDIATE Delivery on Electric Re
HIGHEST prices paid for old horses ' LV?torf' And some model washers.
past usefulnees Call SPRUCE HEAD Sightly used demonstrator Vacuum
cleaner; both tank type and upright,
FUR FARM
Tel 953-23 or 1064-W
10-15 at bargain prloes Pot burned OU Heat
ers All sizes Farm and home Freezers
PAINTING. Paper Hanging and Cell The prices are right A few Case manure
Ing work done
Excellent reference, spreaders for tractors; get your order
work guaranteed
HOWARD M KEN- In Expect some hay tools for Bpring
NISTON. 69 Pleasant St
Tel 1302-R. '48, erder now. Still writing orders for
9*16 Case and AlllSrChalmers Tractors. THE
STENOGRAPHER-Typlst with some FARM A HOME SUPPLY. Chas. E.
knowledge of bookkeeping wanted Up Stackpole, Thomaston. Tel. 168-16.
11-17
to $40 per week If qualified. TIBBETTS
INDUSTRIES, INC., Camden Tel. 406.
TWO Cash Registers Ior sale, one
8tf electric. 6 drawers, one small single
ANTIQUE Furniture. Old Glasa and drawer type. Both in good condition.
China. Old OH Paintings. Old Gold Cheap for cash. LLOYD'S PHARMACY,
Frames, etc. Highest prices paid Let 444 Main St . Tel. 646. Rockland.
10-17
me know what you have. CARL E
FREEMAN, Glen Cove. Me Tel Rock
VENETIAN BLINDS
land 103
99tf
Custom built for your windows,
ANTIQUES Wanted
CARL SIM aluminum slate, oolors white, eggshell,
or Ivory. Tape oolors: mingle, duck,
MONS. Tel. 1240. Rockland. Me
«9tf Ivory, brown, mulberry, apple green,

radio blue or black. Oal) UNITED HOMS
SUPPLY CO.. 579-389 Main Bt. BOct
land Tel. 939.
7#fcf

GENTLEMAN’S Good-looking. Brown
Coat, lined with marmot, with otter
collar. Very reasonably priced. CALL
793-W.
lOtf
LOW overhead ls your gain, yard
Goods of all kinds for sale at lowest
YES’ High Speed. Marine and Sta possible prices. What fabrics! What
tionary Diesel Courses are available. Values! Also Butterlck Patterns. THE
K H CASSENS. Box 216. Rockland
REMNANT SHOPPE, 200 Main St.. City.
13*15
7tf
WASHING Machine Repair
Any
SLABS for sale. Approximately one
make. Wringer roll service. Free pick cord tc load. S2.50 delivered. PIONEER
up and dellve y. BITLER CAR & HOME LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant Bt. Tel
SUPPLY. 470 Main 8t.
Tel 677. Rock 324-M.
93tf
land
8-17
GAB House Coke Is now available,
515 ton delivered for any heating or
need. M B. it O. O. FTORY,
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU cooking
Tel. 487
88tf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER

»l-tf

MISCELLANEOUS

U.S.
ARMY
CHOOSE THIS
HNi

PROFESSION NOW

Granite walks (any width)..fireplaces,
posts (any sine) boat moorings, steps,
flagging chips, and dust for drlvewaw
(no more mud) rip rap for all kinds
of Alls and dock work, pier stone, walla,
foundations, curbing, paving blocka
ashlar and monumental stone posts for
property markers and building sup
ports. We will deliver anywhere. Ask
ue about granite All loaded on your
truck. Ktlmates gladly aubmitted, ad
obligation.
JOHN MEHHAN A BOM,
Clark Island, Me. Tel. Rockland M-W
A. C. HOCKINO.
Tel. Tenant's Harbor. sg-U

M

Toe? jay-mas?
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Lunch was served and the evening

VINALHAVEN i f

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elwell were
happily surprised Wednesday night
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
when a group of friends and relai tives gathered at their home to cel
Correspondent
ebrate their 60th wedding anniver
sary. Lunch which included a hand
TEL. 13-4
somely decorated wedding cake with
figures of bride and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dyer announce miniature
groom was served. The evening was
the birth of a daughter, Lucy Marie passed with cards. Mr. and Mrs. El
bom Feb. 11, at the Mary Went well received many nice gifts.
worth Maternity Home.
The Mr. and Mrs. Club met Sat
The Atlantic street Bridge Club urday
night at the home of Mr. and
was entertained Wednesday night Mrs.
William Clayter, following the
by Mrs. Cora Peterson. Lunch was Valentine
dance at , Memorial Hall,
served. First honors at cards were i for lunch and
a social hour.
won toy Mrs. Ida Libby, second by
The death of Mrs. Mamie Fossett
Mrs. Evie Hennlgar.
! widow of W. Y. Fossett, occurred
O. V. Drew who has been a pa Saturday at Mill River Farm where
tient at Maine General Hospital she was passing the Winter. ObitPortland, has returned home much | uarl deferred.
Improved In health.
j Mrs. Margaret Glidden enterMrs. Ethelyn Arey was hostess to 1 tained at luncheon and cards Sat
The Night Hawks Thursday night. urday night, Mrs. Eva Smith. Miss
Lunch was served, the attractive Elizabeth Pease and Mrs. Edith
table decorations, toeing in keeping Newbert. First honors at cards go
with the spirit of Valentine. A ing to Mrs. Smith, second to Mrs.
pleasant social evening was passed, Newbert.
with sewing.
( The many friends of Mrs. Eliza
A. A, Peterson and son Herbert beth Hutchinson will regret to
returned Thursday from a business learn of her critical Illness in the
j hospital at Winter Haven. Florida.
trip to Portland.
At their recently remodeled home,
Mrs. Bvie Hennlgar entertained
the E. A. T., Club at Desert Bridge Mr. and Mrs. George Lawry enterThursday afternoon. First honors , tained Saturday night at a house
at cards going to Mrs. Madeline warming and also in honor of Mr.
Bmith second to Mrs. Dorothy | Lawry’s birthday. Lunch was served
Headley.
I "Die centerpiece being a handsome!;
The engagement of Miss Elsie ! decorated birthday cake made b
Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. his niece Mrs. Erma Holbrook, M
Gus Johnson of Springfield Mass., and Mrs. Lawry received a gift of
and Carl Kelwick. son of Mrs. Hilda money. Present were Mr. and Mrs
and the late Krlston Kelwick of Herman Holbrook and son Ken
Vinalhaven has recently been an neth. Mrs. Charlotte Barton and
nounced. No date has been set for daughter Janice Mrs. Betty Barton,
Mrs. Flossie Williams, Mrs. Verne
the wedding.
Mrs. Barbara Healey entertained Young, Mrs. Claudine Dyer. Mrs
the Nitwits Thursday night at the Florice Young. Herbert Lawry, Mrs
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lillian Lawry, Mrs. Gladys Lawry.
Owen Roberts. Lunch was served Mr. and Mrs Gleason M-Henan.
and a happy social evening passed Mrs. Helen Webb and Mrs. Rita
Arey.
with knitting and sewing.
Guests last week at The Islander
F. L. Mossier of Union was guest
Wednesday and Thursday at 'The were: H. L. Raw'.ey. Tenant’s Har
bor: ^Valter Staples. Tenant’s Har
Millers.”
Union Church choir held the bor; Linwood Gray, Stonington;
weekly rehearsal Thursday night Ralph W. Clarke, Portland; Charles
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Duff. Rockland; Dana H. Smith,
lin Adams. Lunch was served. Miss Jr.. Belfast; Wilford Pepper. Water
Patsy Brown of Cleveland, Ohio, ville; Kenneth W. Dow, Rockland:
was a guest. Rehearsals have begun George S. Callahan. Rockland
for the Easter music and the relig
ious play to toe given at the church Stale white cake crumbs, mixed
with melted butter or margarine and
the evening of Easter Sunday.
The Eastern Star Club met Fri brown sugar may be used as a top
day with Mrs. Oracle Lawry for an j ping for appleusauce. The comb na
tion should be put in a baking dish
all day session. Dinner was served and
heated in a moderate oven.
and following the business meeting
the afternoon was passed sewing
—1— i There are about 200 species of
patchwork.
I barnacle.
Tlie F. L. C.. Girls Club met
Thursday with Miss Anne Webster.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Delicious — Always

rm ■ v

Seeks $5000 Fund

passed with games

■ m

SALA

TEA

Page FITS
1948 Buick Convertible Sets Style Pace

i Twelve Teams Are Engaged
In Community Building
Campaign
Only a few more days remain in
the Community Building Operating
Fund Campaign for a $5009 fund
which will permit Community
Building to serve adequately once
again Rockland’s boys and girls
and all the people of our growing
community.
Seven Ward Teams, four Busi
ness District Teams, and the Spe
cial Gift Committee Team are
hard at work visiting all residences
and business places, offering all an
opportunity to contribute and to
become a member of the Commun
ity Building. Facilities of Commun
ity Building will be for members
cnly. and the committee’s goal is to
have every boy and girl and every
citizen or Rockland a member of
Community Building.
i Tlie extremely cold weather has
i made it difficult for some of the
team workers to make their rounds,
but with the rising temperatures
predicted, the Team Captains have
promised complete coverage of
their sections in the next few days.
If vou have not been asked to join.
I call the Team Captain in your ward
, and she will see that some one calls
immediately. If it is more conven
ient. you may send or bring your
'Contribution for membership to
>.
headquarters at 431 Main street
HELPING TO “FILL THE FLEET” is Francis M. Horgan, J over Sears-Roebuck’s. The Team
right, of Main St., Medfield, Mass., shown receiving a hearty welcome I Captains and the workers are as
back to the naval service from John J. McDonough, Machinist’s Mate, I follows:
Second Clgss, of 218 W. 6th St., South Boston, Mass., as he boards j Ward 1.—Team Captain. Mrs
the light cruiser USS FARGO in Boston. Horgan, an Aviation j Curtis Goodwin; team workers. Mrs.
Machinist's Mate, First Class, who reenlisted at the Navy Recruiting i Florence Leo. Mrs. Francesca BauStation, Boston, is one of many young men needed by the Navy to |rienza, Mrs. George Emerson, Mrs
bring rteet units up to authorized strength. (Official U. S. Navy Mellen C. Deshon, Mrs. Donald
Photo)
Huntlev. Mrs. Pearl Vanorse. M s
, M. Winchenbach. Mrs. Alima
influence into the country. I Youna. Mrs. Robert Stevens. Jr.,
Wrote Burma Novel ian
When the war broke out he was in Mrs Foiest Brazier. Mrs. Joseph
the Orient and was one of the Belvea, Mrs Vivian Lord. Mrs
to leave Singapore when it fell Evelyn Luce. Mrs. Clifford Achcrn,
The Author, Dr. Harry I. Mar last
Mr^. Ralph Chaples.
to the Japs.
Ward 2.—Team Captain, Mrs. Ed
Dr. Marshall and his wife, Effie
shall, Husband 01 Effie
Lawrence Marshall who also Is a win Webber: team workers. Mrs.
Lawrence
writer, l ive in Rockport Summers Vera Carver. Mrs. Leonard Camp
Dr. Harry 1. Marshall, author of and spend Winters at Coral Gables, bell. Mrs. Robert Stevens, Mrs.
Winchenbach. Mrs. Ethel
NAW SU. newly published novel of Florida. He has many degrees from Gladys
colleges throughout the country, in- Colburn. Mrs. Rhnma Philbrick.
Burma, wiu; born in Nashua, N. II„ eluding a D. D . given nim by Colby M-s. Kenneth Orcutt. Mrs. Evelvn
in 1878. He graduated from Dart College in 1927. He bas been a mem. Thurston, Mrs. Thelma Stanley,
mouth College in 1900. and from ber of the Royal Asiatic Society. Mrs Milton Rollins.
Ward 3—Team Captain. Mrs
Newton Theological Institution in American Oriental Society, Burma
Research Society and the South Frederick Bird - team workers. Mrs
1903.
east Asia Institute.
Virginia Stcdidard. M-s. Mariorie
| ' Immediately on finishing his
Lcwe, Mrs. Martha Senter. Mrs
theological education he went to
Ruth Small. Mrs. Margaret Kent.
FRIENDSHIP
Burma where he was assigned to
The Friendship Farm Bureau held Mrs Harry’ Wilbur, Mrs. John
t the Karens, tribes of the Burma
Chisholm. Mrs. Frances McLoon.
hiHs. as a missionary. There for an interesting meeting at Ray s Tall Mrs Louise Grecorv. Mrs. Ruth
40 years he lived among them, Feb. 12 on ’Salads and Salad Dress- Bird. Mrs Helen Lea”h, Mrs. Paul
i learning their ways, their folklore. ing.’ The meeting was opened by inr Talbot, Mrs. Iva Ware.
Ward
4—Co-Team
Captains,
He wrote various translations into the chairman, Mrs Phyllis McFar
j the Karen language. From 1921 to land. A very tasty dinner was Mrs. Lillian Svlvester. Mrs. Carolyn
. 1936 he was president of the Karen served with Mrs Abbie Stevens and Mrlntosh: team workers, M-s.
Theological Seminary.
Miss Eda Lawry as hostesses. The Merle Dobbins. Mrs. Alice Sovle.
' The British government, seeking tables were attractively decorated in Mrs Sybil Orne. Mrs. Irvin Wass
monographs on all tlie primitive keeping with St. Valentine’s Day. Mrs. Clinton Robinson. Mrs. Doro
tribes in tlie empire, assigned hun Some tasty salad recipes were thv McPherson. Mrs. Mary Carev,
. the task of writing of the Karens. given out to the members at the aft Mi-s Dorothy Lawry. Mrs. Mary
He was subsequently cited by the ernoon session. The two new Liiiscott. Mrs. Mary Hudson.
Encyclopedia Brittanica as the au members taken in at this meeting
Ward 5 Co-Team Captains. Mrs.
thority on tlie Karens.
Ames. Mrs. Kenneth
makes cur membership 31. Farm Cheever
During his long ,-ervice in Bui ma. Bureau members will learn the lat George: team workers, Mrs. Kav
Dr Marshall saw much of the est methods of meat cookery at our Philbrick. Mrs. Elsa Nichols. Mrs
country and its development. He be next meeting March 12 at Ray’s Arthur Dougherty. Mrs. Winfield
held thd beginning and growth of Hall.
Our home demonstration Chatto, Mrs. Leonise Delano, Mrs.
i the national spirit, the growth of agent. Mrs. Mayo will be present. Alice Estes. Mrs. Kathleen Harri
education, sanitation, and civihza- Mrs. Bertha Jameson and Mrs. man. Mrs. Altinese Mills. M~s.
l tion generally, and he was greatly Edna Packard will be hostesses at Dorothy Hughes, Mrs. Virginia
■ instrumental in bringing the Christ the Marcli meeting
Preslopsky, Mrs. Sanford Delano,

SHOWN ABOVE is (he 1948 Buick convertible,
popular style pace setter of 10 models being introduced
for 1948. It is equipped with hydraulically operated
top, door windows and front scat adjustment and has
advanced new engineering features. Maximum riding
comfort and performance are attributed to a combina

tion of new controlled frequency engine mounts, coil
springing on all four wheels, new lower pressure tires
on broad wheel rims and improved engines. Dvnaflow
drive, sensational new oil turbine transmission, has
been developed for Roadmaster models, eliminating
clutch pedal and all conventional gear shifting.

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chaee Smith

The Last Word

Mrs. Springer Replies In
Rhyme To Sydney Davis’
Letter

Washington, Feb. 1—For the is being reviewed. During this time
last few months calls have been the import of petroleum products
la la Scientifically)
coming in from Navy Yard work from the United States w.ll be re
ers about a differential in rates duced at a rate not to exceed My Dear Mr Davis;—
and believing that there is much 6,000 barrels a day, in comparison Your “courteous retort” in our paper.
’ve read.
merit in th’s complaint. I have to 155.000 barrels that have been With Iplenty
cf ' interest." ’tis true.
asked the chairman of my com going out oi cur country per day The ‘ knowledge” I had in the top of
my head.
mittee on Armed Services to make Canada has native production of
Was much less when at last I got
some investigation with regard to about 21.009 barrels per day.
“through!”
the scale of wages paid in differ
Now that we are hearing so
ent sections of the country 'and, if much about oil from the Near East My " letters" are smearing
My “ address" a ■fiction?”
necessary, to hold a hearing.
it is interesting to learn that testi Some
thing’s wrong with your “hearmony
shows
that
50.000.090
tens
of
The former chairman of this
>ur ‘’diction.'
committee advises me that he is oil are expected to come from that I object
confronted with the same proposi area between new and 1951 and You say that Historically" I am cor
rect
tion and will join me in gett ng to that if the three pipe lines could
ex use my mirth.
the bottom of this and trying to be completed, more of our oil Wculd “I Geologically,
think
i t i wrong, that “Science"
find a way to have the same pay be used here and other countries
should deal
«
for the same work everywhere in would benefit from this Near East With ' fossils" and the 'crust."—'“of
the
earth!"
production.
government yards.
• • • •
• • • •
At "Rose Hill Farm"
I used to abide!
The Army-Navy Petroleum Board The inquiry cr suggestion that On
'Franklin Street"
ccmes
to
me
most
often
is
why
the
has given me some information on
I new reside!
the
Portland-Montreal pipeline Veterans Administration requires Sometimes veu are right,‘ Geographic
many forms to be filled out by
that I believe w 11 be of interest to so
’ Yes!
j
veterans. Many of them are dupii- For L ally;
••. ngton - right where you put- it!
the average citizen of Maine.
cat
ons,
and
not
only
require
time
And
tc
measure
a
lobster
there
’
s
only
I am told that this is a 12-inch
one wav'
pipeline. 236 miles long with eight of the veterans but money in en- "Mathematically,"
never will do It! ,
pump stations and has a capacity gag:ng others to help them in this
, The crustacean's a ".star,”
arduous
duty
of 71.000 barrels of crude oil daily.
I have asked the Administration "Astronomically," wallow,"
This i.s owned by the Portland
The only kind I
Pipe Line Corporation which is if in their reorganization plans "Gastronomically.
they
had
some
means
of
elim
natmade up of the following compan
1 Accept my “ap (t ,) oJogy. if 1 seemed
to “smear’’
ies: American 04 Refining Com ing personnel by tlfis very method.
With
the
drive
for
economy
it
And my “address, please do not abolpany, Imperial Oil Ltd.. McOallIsh!
seems
tc
me
that
every
move
should
Frontenac 0.1 Company, Ltd . and
be made to get the most we can A rolling “stone. I may have gathered
Shell Oil Company. Inc.
ely
had a fine polish!’’
The oil going through this pipe out of what we have to do with But I
line comes into Portland by tank This may come from inefficiency in Please do no- question
er and comes from Venzuela and the files or overlapping of officers My veracity'
‘lobsters,’’
Columbia, not including any crude At any rate it seems worthy cl con- IBymeasure
my capacity!
oil from the United States. Furth sderaticn.
An ex-school ma'am, could I resist,
ermore. oil going through this
An “error” in a "date?"
White Ribboners
pipeline is not included in export
And speaking “Economic-ally.
totals of the United Sates. This lme
I l.ke them (lobsters) on a plate!
was built during the war by the
Don't be
Standard Old Company of New- Memory Of Frances Willard So suspicious!
My address.
Jersey for the purpose of saving
Honored By Several Of Not fictitious,
long tanker hauls, and was sold to
the Speakers
the present owners last Fall.
r and has been since September
It is expected that new pumps
1946. 36 FrankLn St Rockland, Me.
Friday
afternoon
at
the
home
of
will be installed soon which will
Marian MacG. Springer.
boost the capacity to 81.000 barrels Mrs. Minnie Cross, the W. C. T. U..
j daily.
held a Prances Willard Tea. and a
Canada's domestic consumption collection was taken for the Willard which was given wide circulation.
for nine months has been 215,000 Memorial Fund, which is used to In it siie advocated the teaching
in the public schools the laws ol
barrels a day or about 4'; of our
own consumption More than half Promote organization and member- health in respect to diet, dress,
sleep, exercise and ventilation
of this is motor gasoline a quarter I ship.
Miss Charlotte Cook conducted which are now in the curricular of
of it in heavy fuel oils with kero
the
worship
service.
She
told
the
most schools. The idea of Student
sene and stove oil at a low figure.
The Department of Commerce story of St. Valentine a martyred Council Government was first pro
advises me that the petroleum in Christian Saint, whose day, the moted by Miss Willard when dean
dustry of Canada has agreed to re 14th, was long observed by the ol North Western Women's College.
Tea. with delightful accessories
duce its imports to 50% or loss early church.
Mrs. C.ara Emery gave a briel re was served by the hostess, assisted
than the monthly average of im
ports in the first quarter of 1947. port on tlie recent meeting at Hall toy Mrs Frances Slicrer.
while Canada’s petroleum position owell of the newly formed County
President's
Association.
Seven
were represented. A letter
l
c artney
Mrs. Sydney Cullen, Mrs. Gordon counties
from Fran Fischer head of the W
Bowser, Mrs. Blake Annis. Mrs. C. T. U. in Germany, as given in PLUMBING AND HEATING
Irvin L. Curtis, Mrs. Mervln Hard the Union Signal, was read, telling ’’The kind of work you sw-ear by, and
not at.”
man, Mrs. Robert Smith.
of the great suffering and privations 156 NEW CO! ATI’ Rl> ROCKLAND
Ward 6 Team Captain. Mn. oj
ppopip there. It was voted to
TEL 1363-J
i: team workers. h„v
Pauline Hutchinson:
JPnan
buy and send tzi
to Fran
Fischer a
12-17
Mis. Dorothea Gipsoa. Mrs. Vernon seed packet (enough to grow five
Rtudley. Mrs. Luella Post. Mrs. June tons of vegetables.)
Witham. Mrs. Neva Wiggin. Mrs.
A program on Frances Willard
Frank DeCastro, Mrs. Elzada Bars was presented toy Mrs. Anna Brazier
tow. Mrs. Doris Merriam, Mrs. Ra • gave some interesting incidents of
cliel Witichcnbaugh, Mrs. Dorothy Frances’ life as an outdoor girl on
Childs, Mrs. Louise Salmlnen. Mrs the farm, where she shewed an
Minnie Vasso, Mrs. Geraldine Mc- early ability for organization and
conehie. Mrs. Helen Staples
development of ideas.
Ward 7—Team Captain. Mrs. C*’Miss Alena Young spoke of some
To pay bills—Taxes—Repairs
iter Holden: team workers. Mrs. phases of Frances Willard as an
home—Finance a car—Appliances
Walter Oonnon, Mrs. Edwin Grino'a I Active woman. When her early proMrs. Maurice Leonard. Mrs. Leun divides for doing the unusual and |—Or any other purpose, figure^
White. Jr.. Mrs Arthur John rn impossible, led to her great feat of
out how much you’ll need—Take
Mrs. Harold Halligan. Mrs. Lucien visiting every town and eitv of 10.Dean. Mrs. Charles Fortin.
000 and over inhabitants by the | a year or longer to repay—<*ome|
Junior Chamber of Commerce census of 1810. and organizing W
in and see us today.
Team. Edward M. Conley, Jr.. Team C T. U.. Unions. Her watch word
Captain: team workers. Merldith of success was "Agitate. Educate.
*
NEW ENGLAND
Dondis. William Smith, Jr., Joseph j Organize."
Dondis, Wm. Smith. Jr.. Joseph W.
Mrs. Frances Sherer. told jomcFINANCE CORP.
.
McRae, Jr.. Hugh M. Benner, Ger tliing of Miss Willards Advocating
497
MAIN
STREET
ald U Margeson, Colby Ward Dress Reform.
She protested
TEL 1133
Roger Conant. Roy Estes. John Me- against the limitations placed upon
ROOM 203. SECOND FLOOR
Caughey. Edward Gordon.
her by the prevailing styles of long
OVER EUGENE’S STUDIO ’
Lions Club Team—Howard Crock. skirts and tight corsets. In Novemett. Team Captain; team_ workers, ber 1886, Miss Willard addre- sed
Maurice Nute, Leon White, Jr., letter to the "Knights of Libor"
Sam J. Savitt.
Rotary Club Team—Albert E.
McPlrail. Team Captain; team
workers. Robert Hudson. Seth Lowe
Charles E. Bicknell, Donald A.
Matheson.
Kiwanis Club Team—John Mc
Loon. Team Captain; team work
ers. Louis B. COok, Al Plourd, Dr.
Howard E. Hattesf.n, Clayton
Spencer, Clarence Joy.
Special Gift Committee Team.
George B. Wood. Team Captain:
team workers, Russell D. Bartlett.
Chas. Bicknell. 2d. Frederic H. Bird,
Thomas H. Chisholm. Robert Greg
ory. Edward Ladd. Donald Leach,
Laiwrence Miller. Robert McCarty, j
John M. Richardson.
The financial and moral support
of the parent-teacher associations,
schools, service clubs, city officials,
veterans’ organizations, and every
every parent and citizen of Rock
land is needed at this time each j
has a vital Interest in Community
Building, and their support will
make a supervised youth program
i possible.
It is Your City, Your children, i
Your Community Building, and
1 Your responsibility.

. w. M C

White ahlewfltl tlrea, as II lust rated*
available at extra coat.

J

you've Stopped... you've Looked... now Listen
T’S stopped you more than once
as Its graceful length moves
smoothly down the street.

most wanted not only for stunning
good looks but for all-round goodness.

And again and again, you’ve turned
to look at this fashion plate that so
plainly proclaims Its power and
mobility in every line and action.

that is lively and eager and Lig
and now cradled to the fluid smoothncss of still waters running deep.

I

Now listen to the engineering story
that makes this the car of the year,

You ride here behind FirebaH power

You relax in big cushioned interiors
that are rich and tine in finish—and
so blissfully quiet that it seems a
whisper can be heard through
out the car.
Your tires arc soft pillowy

cushions, your four springs
gentle coils, your rims the
sure-footed Safety-Ride kind
that only Ruick provides.
Your ride is the first one truly
shielded against road shudder
and shiver by scientific damp
ing of vibration build-up
within the car.
•Optional

at extra coal on Roadmaeter models.

And if you choose a ROAD-

V.

. -r

ROCKLAND, ME.

Yoh

profit, in Buick, from 30-odd
•new advances —choose from ten
sparkling models—select from three
series in three wheelbases and four
power ratings.
You get style—you get size—you get
comfort, quiet and ease —and ever
the solid goodness that the name
Buick stands for.

So why are you waiting, when wait
ing only puts off the brightest
moment of a motoring lifetime?
See your dealer and place your
order now.

BUICK

alone

has all these features
A DYNAFIOW DRIVE * TAPER-THRU STYIING
iftl’ftnna/. R'-i'Im-ijiter leririt
★ VfBRA-SHfHDfO RIDF ★ SAFETY-RIDE RIMS
♦ HI-POISEO FIREBALL POWER

f

* FLEX-FIT

★ OUADRUFLEX COIL SPRINGING

OIL RINGS

★ ROAD-RITE BALANCE * RIGID TORQUE-TUBE
* SOUND-SORBER TOP LINING * DUOMATIC
•S'/ixr -inil Rniidmaal'r,
SPARK ADVANCE
★ TEN SMART MODELS

★ BODY BY FISHER

When better
automobiles are built

BUICK
will build them

1 TAYtOR.
Mutual Network, Mondays and Fridays
Tune in HENRV

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET,

MASTER, you can treat yourself to
Dynafiow Drive* —a liquid-smooth
drive that docs away with all gear
shifting—and driving becomes a
near-miracle of ease.

BAY VIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, ME.

LOANS

I

j

YOUR FAVOR/J"£B£AA/S
BAX£DMFRU£

1
I
I

Tuesday-rncfav
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Fag? STT

community fer the Boy Scouts of
America. This drive for funds will
take place during the week of Feb.
CAMDEN
16-22. when an accredited collector
Health and Welfare Depart-1 Covering Every Phase Of the
Spencer Gay Of Damariscotta
calls on you, like a Scout, "Be Pre Principal Of the Thomaston
E
A
OHAMPNEY
pared
”
to
contribute
as
generously
MTSS
HELEN
M.
RICH
High
School
Is
Going
To
ment Has School Here
Camden Hills Recrea
Seeks
To
Head
American
OIADYS O CONDON
as possible to this worthy cause.
Correspondent
Coi respondent
Correspondent
Scarborough
Wednesday
tion Area
Legion
Mayflower Temple. P.S.. meets
Z^ Z^
xn Z-V xx
Friday night at KP hall.
Two
thousand
cop es of a new edi
A school for owners and em- 1
Tel. 2214
Tel. 2229
Williams-Bras'er Post. A L., will
Tel. 113-3
tion
of
the
Camden
Hills Recrea
ployes
of
public
eating
andl
drink1
meet Wednesday night at 720.
ing establishments is to be held next tion Area Trail Guide and Map.
M ss Mary Townsend of West
Fred
A.
Norwood,
W.
R.
C..
will
. •***»
Mrs. John Townsend has returned Hanover. Mass., is guest of her
Mrs. Eva P. Leach of Camden
meet Thursday with Mrs. Gladys Wednesday at the American Legion prepared by the Mountain Trail
to West Hanover. Mass., after sister, Mrs. Charles Spear at her
announces tiie engagement of her
Hall. Limerock street, sponsored bv Committee cf the Camden-Rock
Maker, Pearl street, Camden.
spending six weeks with her daugh home on Gleason street.
daughter El.zabeth E. to Norwood
the Maine ,State Department of
Mrs. Morris Wolf and Mrs. Prieg- Health and Welfare, Bureau of port Chamber of Commerce, have
ter, Mrs Charles W. Spear on
R. Beveridge, son of Mr and Mrs.
The Parent-Teachers Association
been issued, and describe the
emier of Philadelphia, are at their Health, DivLslon of Panitarv Engi just
Gleascn street
W. T. Beveridge, both of Camden.
will meet Thursday night at 7.30
25 miles of foot and ski traiLs ,n
Mechanic street cottage.
The wedding will take place in the
The Quarterly Meet.ng of the at auditorium of the High School.
neering, Elmer W. Campbell, D. P. the Camden Hills "Where the
near future.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will H., Director, in co-operation with mountains meet the sea.’
Methodist Church will be held in A film on the Wilson Dam School
meet at the parsonage Wednesday. the Rockland Health Department.
the Federated Church, Wednesday w 11 be shown.
We have been informed that the
Chairman of the Trail Commit
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Stanley
at 7.30.
basket ball team, named in this
The Johnson Society will meet
The program:
tee is John Webber, author of arti
column last week as the "Legion
with Miss Marion Weidman Wed
Welcome— Dr. Charles North. cles in the "National Geograph.c
The Contract Club met Friday and son Sherman, of Monhegan are
Team" defeated by High School
nesday.
Health Officer.
Magazine.” “Appalachia” and other
afternoon at the home of Mrs Ar guests of Mr and Mrs. Henry Stan
varsity, was in reality the "Alumni
9 a. m.—Introduction—-L. A. H ir- publications Members cf his com
thur Elliot with two tables in play. ley.
The Thimble Club will give Mrs.
Mrs Lawrence Shesler was hos
Team."
mittee are Carl Lane. Earle Pitman,
Highest store went to Mrs. Emily
Myra Giles a farewell party at •mop. Supervising Inspector.
9.15 a. m. Responsibility of Em- Sonia Allen. Douglas Kelley. Harry
Slevens of Rockland, and to Mrs. tess to a group of friends for d rmer
The Camden District Nursing
i heir meeting Wednesday with Mrs,
W lliam Flint. Mia Elliot will en Friday night at her home on Glea
Association held its annual election
Blanch Carver. Mrs. Giles leaves ployers for Sanitary Facilities—E' Goodridge, John Leach, and Edwin
son street The hostess was present
Sears.
tertain the club next Friday.
of officers at the home of Mrs. J.
soon to make her future home in ton L. Markham, Inspector.
ed
with
a
surprise
stork
shower
In

Mast of the trads are in the Cam
9.30 a. m. Utensil and Equipment
Hugh Montgomery on Friday. Offi
Bangor.
Orient Lodge F A M will hold vited werc^ Mrs Horace Maxey, Mrs.
den Hills Park area which was
cers elected for the ensuing year
special communication and work Alfred Strout, Miss Jane Miller.
Rockport Schools are closed for Sanitation—L. A. Harmon.
10 a. m. Sound Slides on DLsh- taken over recently from the Fed
are: President. Helen Rich; vice
M M degree w.th 6.30 supper, to Miss Mildred Demmons. all of of
one weeks vacation.
washhlng. Storage and Serving of eral Government, as part of the
president, Mrs. Phyllis Monroe;
night at Masonic Temple.
this town and Mrs. Ernest C.
State Park system. Ski trails here
Food.
secretary-treasurer. Miss Beriha
Thomaston High School basket Starrett. Jr. of Warren
THORNDIKEVILLE
10 40 a. m. Sound Movie—"A Dish include tiie Megunticock Downhill
Clason; executive committee: Mrs.
ball team will play their final league
The tax books of the town of
Mrs. Lottie Start has sold her washer Named Red," Discussion.
Run. l'/j miles in lerfgth, and the
Helen Parker, chairman. Mrs. Dor
game tonight at 7 30 at the Thom Thomaston will close Feb. 28.
'armto parties from New Jersev
Spencer A. Gay
2 p. m. Food Storage—Elton L. Springbrook Trail, a 4-mle cross
othy Harman, Mrs. Dorothy Bever
aston H gh School gymnasium with
Pythian Circle meets Friday aft
country ski and snowshoe trail
Horace P. Maxey
idge, Mrs. Mabel Stinson, Mrs. Mar- ! Spencer A. Gay of Damariscotta and has taken rooms in Rockport, Markham.
Waldoboro High.
ernoon at the Club room. A quilt
which she will occupy in the near
2.20 p. m. Food Protection from which has also been used for sledMrs. Mary Berg, who has been will be knotted.
Students of Thomaston High garet Bass. Mrs. Mabel Weymouth. i$ tiie lirst Lincoln County man to future.
dog races by the New England Sled
Mrs. Florence Millington. The nom seek tiie pest of State Commander
Contamination—tL. A. Harmon.
spending everal months at the
A special meeting of the Baptist School and citizens at large, will
Mr. and Mrs. A. Leroy Croteau
3 p. m. Sound Slides on Dishwash Dog Association
Copper Kettle. Rockland, lias moved society will be held Thursday night learn with regret that Principal inating committee was Mrs. Helen of tiie American Legion. Gay, who
Snowshoe Trails include the
to Webber's Inn. Gillchrest street. after prayer meeting in the Baptist Horace P. Maxey has tendered his Montgomery and Mrs. Emily Jagcis. is 50 years old was born April 11. were in Gardiner recently, guest of ing. Storage and Serving of Food.
3.40 p. m. Sound Movie “Twlxt Cameron Mountain Trail. 2'xi miles,
Percy Studley was dinner guest Church vestry. It is desired that all resignation, effective at the end ol The annual house-to-house solici 1897 at Damariscotta He was edu Mrs. Croteau's parents, Mr. and
and Zeke’s Lookout Trail. Shown
the Cup and the Lip.’’
Sunday of Mr and Mrs. James members attend.
the school year. He will become tation of funds to assist the Dis cated in the schools of Damariscot Mrs. Clyde Soule.
on the map also is the location of
trict Nursing Association, in its very
Mrs. C. C. Childs served a tuikcv
Discussion.
Carney. Kossuth street. Mr. and
The Thomaston boys basketbal principal of Scarborough High essential work, started Feb. 16. and ta and Lincoln Academy and at the dinner to ten friends from Rockland,
The school Is a part of the De the Ski Shelter House near the foot
Mrs. W. L. Morrison of Dover, N. H team have been selected to play in School.
Abbott School, Farmington.
of
the Megunticook Ski Trail, and
and -Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt of the ”M” School tournament at
Before coming to Thomaston will continue through the month of
June 17, 1916, he enlisted at Som Jan. 29. the occasion being Mr partment’s educational program md Adirondack Shelters on the Bald
is
conducted
with
the
co-operation
February.
Childs'
birthday.
Tenant’s Harbor, were week-end Lewiston, Feb. 25. They will play High School Mr Maxey had been
erville. Mass., in the 8th Massachu
Luiley Merrifield l.as been con and assistance of the various local Rock foot trail.
guests of Mr and Mrs. James Old Orchard High School at 3 p. m principal of the High School in
Mrs. Pearl Jackson was hostess setts Infantry. He served in the
Foot trails which are shown cn
fined
to thc house several weeks w.th health departments.
Carney, coming here to attend Mr.
at
a
stork
shower
recently,
in
hon

Mexican Border Service and was in
Thp Star Circle will meet Wed Warren and Strong.
the map. and also described in de
ln
order
to
get
the
maximum
bene

grippe
and
laryngitis.
and Mrs Carney's Silver Wedding nesday at 7.30 at the home of Mrs
or
of
Mrs.
Betty
Emery,
Crestnut
,
He is a member of the National
ducted into Federal Service while
in the new folder are: Megun
Mrs. Hazel Hart of South Hope fit of this school owners and em tail
Anniversary.
Education Association, the Maine street. Mrs. Emerv was presented serv n? there. He transferred to
Guy Lermond. Main street.
ticook Trail, 1.81 miles; Maiden’s
ployes
engaged
in
serving
food
to
was
a
recent
visitor
at
Mrs.
Emily
Earl Starrett is ill at his home
with
a
bassinet.
Friends
attending
Teachers
Association,
ana
the
Na
the Coast Artillery Corps in Janu
The Junior Class of the Thom
the public should plan on attending Cliff. 1 mile; Mt. Battie, .57 miles;
on Mam street
aston High School will hold a tional Association of Secondary the party were Mrs. Barbara Hain- ary 19,17 in the 44th Heavy Field Pushaw's.
1.3 miles; Megunticook
Miss Muriel Childs, spent the the full course. Food handling, Tablelands,
Mr. and Mr Myles Weston have dance in Watts hall Friday from School Principals.
ing, Mrs. Edna Bland. Mrs. Eleanor Artillery.
ridge, 2 5 miles; Bald Rock, .8
returned home from their wedding 9 to 12 Music by Norman Moody’s
He did graduate work at Columbia Johnson. Mrs. Ruth Johnson, Mrs.
Gay served overseas for 11 months. week-end In Portland visiting with protection and storage will be dis mile; Zeke’s Lookout, 1.13 miles;
cussed in detail and approved meth Cameron Mountain, 2.27 mles, Clay
trip to Florida.
Orchestra. The comm’ttee: Signe University and the University of Mabel Weymouth. Mrs. Bcdn Deans, Upon hLs return to the United friends.
Elmer Kart of South Hope has a ods of washing, cleansing and steril brook, 1.6 miles; Slope Trail, 1 mile;
The Thomaston Lions Club will Swanholm, Janet Johnson. Richard Maine is a former president of the Mrs. Adele Hopkins. Mrs Rut h In- States he enlisted in the Reserve.
conduct tiie financial drive in this Hall, William Young, Emily Smith Knox-Waldo School Men’s Club, iiof, Mrs. Dee Young. Mrs. Marie He was commissioned 2d Lieut. U S grew rutting wood from the lot he izing of dishes will be emphasized. Adams Lookout, .7 mile; Spring
Lloyd A. Hannon, Supervisor of
and Joan Vinal; advertising com member of tiie Thomaston Lion's Connell, Mrs. Dorothy Ames. Mrs Army n 1919 and in 1920 enlisted bought fiom F V. Etringer.
Trail. 1.2 miles; Spr ng brook
the Inspection Section, will be in brook
mittee. Ralph Pierpont, Anne Club and a Past Master of Aurora Pearl Wheeler Mrs. Louise Chapin in the U. S.. Coast Guard. N. Y. Di
Truck Trail, 2.8 miles. Copies of
charge
of
the
school
and
will
be
as
Lodge. A. F. & A. M„ of Rockland. Mrs. Harriet Kristoff, Mrs. Iouise | vision. In World War II he en
GLEN COVE
Hardy and James Davis.
the new Guide may be procured by
by Inspector Elton L. Mark writing
Intensely interested in athletics Means.
Warren Whitney will broadcast
listed in the U. S Coast Guard Re
Mrs. Fred Collomore was hostess sisted
the
Camden-Rockport
ham.
Dr.
Campbell
said
similar
program of songs over station Mr. Maxey has coached or spon
The W. S. C. S.. will meet to served.
to the E. F. A., Club Wednesday at free schools have been conducted in Chamber of Commerce.
sored many successful Thomaston morrow
Oay has been a member of the a Valentine luncheon and cards.
WCSH Feb. 29 at 12.30 p. m.
afternoon with
Mrs
teams in the past six years, earning Charles Smith. Mechanic street.
American Legion since 1920. He Prizes went to Mrs. Cora Smith, many other States and have been 1 Canned peach juice may be ser
Observe 25th Anniversary
the
admiration
and
respect
of
all
Mrs. Roy Fuller fell on the ice served two years .as Commander of i Mrs. Carl Freeman. Mrs. Lizzie shown to be of great value In pro ved as a starter for a baked ham
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Carney,
last Saturday night and fractured the Wells-Hussey Post. He has also French and Mrs. Retta Cole. Mrs. moting disease prevention and th? dinner.
observed their 25th wedding anni who have watched his work.
welfare of the patrons of public
been County Commander, a member Freeman was special guest.
her wrist.
versary Sunday at their home on
At the Grange Whist Party last of the Executive Committee of the
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Robbins of eating places.
Kossuth street They enjoyed nu
Saturday, Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell I State Department of which he is Bar Harbor were guests of Mr. and
merous callers during the day and
Once there was only a little red
Mrs. C. E. Gregory Tuesday. Mr. schoolhouse for the village of
Taylor pled up the handsome won first prize; Mrs. Clara French, District Vice Commander now.
received many nice gifts including e
Cracked
He
organized
Charles
C.
Lilly
the
second;
and
Clinton
Thomas
of
Robbins
as
Grand
Master
of
Maine
purse of money and a bouquet from three-string total cf 316 at Thomas
Broad Ripple. Today the "village"
I. O O. F„ and Mr. Gregory as Is a suburb of Indianapolis and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Brazier, and ton Thursday night, and was one Rockland, thc consolation. Another Post at Waldoboro.
He
is
now
seeking
the
Depart

or broken
party
next
Saturday.
fast
Grand
Deouty
visited
in
Union
of
the
big
reasons
why
the
Rocka beautiful wedding cake. The
they are building a schoolhouse
The Ladies of the G. A. R„ will ment Commandership and if elected and Camden Tuesday night. Wed for 1,500 students.
house was prettily decorated with '.and Wholesale Company drove the
will
devote
his
ent
’
re
time
to
the
glass is
nesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robbins
at

hold
their
regular
meeting
on
Fri

Thcmaston
Lions
far
back
into
their
flowers; the dining-room decora
tions of silver candle-sticks and den. Tire game produced seven day evening, Feb. 20, at the Me- rehabilitation of Disabled Veterans tended an I. O. O. F.. Anniversary
HOME REMEDY TO RELIEVE
unsightly—
gunticook Grange Hall. A picinc Widows and Orphans of Maine, fol in Portland.
candles with a beautiful wh te bou "centuries i’”
Rockland Wholesale Co.
supper will be served at six o’clock. j lowing the basic principles on
Mrs. Warren Barrows has re
quet in the center of the table.
The date for the command per p h ch the American Legion was turned from Knox Hospital where
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Hillgrove ........... 108 97 94—299
ilAlflCCOUGHING
Malcolm Carney, daughter-in-law Korhonen ......... 85 85 92—262 formance of "The Old Peabody Pew" founded. As a member of the 92d she received treatment.
FUNERAL HOME
86 94 111—291 to be presented by members of the 1 Legislature Gav sponsored a Vet
Mrs. John Todd and daughter of
of Mr. and Mrs. Carney. Mrs. 1 Curtis
DISTRESS
9 MOUNTAIN ST., CAMDEN
Glenice Burns and Miss Barbara L. ODell ........... 103 98 87 —288 Good Cheer Class, is tomorrow erans Bonus Bill in tha Special Washington. D C., have Joined
............ 101 119 96—316 night at the Congregational parish Session.
Sergeant Todd of the Rockland re
Carney, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
I Only Vicks VapoRub gives you this
t-O-F QUALITY
TEL. 8225
house at 8.30 o’clock. Following the
cruiting office at their home in
special Penetrating-Stimulating
Carney and Mrs. Rachel Johnson,
I Total
............ 483 493 480 1456 play, coffee will be served.
i action when you rub it on throat,
Glen Oove.
also daughter-in-law
NORTH HAVEN
WINDOW GIAS
chest and back at bedtime:—
I
homaston
Lions
Mrs. Charles Hare is confined to
DOROTHY S. LAITE
The Ladies Circle or the Chest
Mr. and Mrs. Carney were mar
The play, Hobgoblin House, will
It penetrates to upper bronchial
ried in Portland, 1923 by Rev. Al Marks ... ............ 96 83 96—275 nut Streetr-Baptist Church wili hold oA presented by the students oi the the house with grippe.
Licensed Funeral Director
Hi oarer.. Bright®
80 81 80—241 an all day meeting on Wednesday, High School at Caiderwoods Hall
Mr'. Ernest Brown of East Union
tubes with special medicinal vapors.
vin C. Goddard. Mrs. Carney is the A. Elliot ..
ROBERT
E.
LAITE
...........
95
84
i
Sprague
90
—
278
has
been
guest
the
past
week
of
beginning at 10 a. m. A covered dish on Thursday evening.
It stimulates chest and back surfaces
daughter of Mrs. Margaret Pratt and
COSTS NO MORE!
like a warming poultice. And it
the late William Pratt of St. George. E. Elliot ............ 91 1C2 90—283 luncheon will be served at noon.
Russell Crabtree is a patient at her daughter and son-in-law, Mr
EARLE EAMES
keeps
working for - _ _ —»
............
101
84
92
—
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and
Mrs.
Merton
Taylor.
Lawry
The
Republican
Caucus
for
the
They have made their home in
Kncx County Hospital.
8-tf
hours-even
purpose of selecting a slate of can
Thomaston the past 18 years.
Scout Troop 250 held an open
while
you sleep! ▼ v»pobu»
Read The Courier-Gaz-'tfz
Total .. ............ 463 434 467 1354 didates to run for Town Offices wifi meeting Wednesday evening, which
Mrs. Carney is a member of Puri
• Before someone is hurt; before
be held at the Y.M.C V, on Satur was well attended by parents and
tan
Rebekah
Lodge,
Tenants
Har

cold weather comes; check over
day. Feb. 31, at 7.30 o’clock.
bor, also a member of Weymouth
friends. After the meeting, the
the wjndows and glazed areas in
There will be a Masonic Assembly scouts enjoyed a party with guests
Grange and past president of the
your house. Let us know the
this Thursday night at thp Masonic invited for the occasion.
American Legion Auxiliary of Williams-Brazier Past. This year she is
Robert F. Murphy, Officer-in- Hall. Committee in charge are;
sizes and we'll replace with
The Auxiliary of the American
serving as Third District Depart Charge Veterans Administration Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moran?, Mr. Legion will not hold their regular
LOF Quality Glass. Or, if you
and Mrs. Robert Cain and Mr. and meeting on Thursday, because of
ment
Vice
Pres
dent
of
the
Ameri

Office,
at
Community
Building,
want to do the job yourself, we
Mrs. Stirling Putnam.
can Legion Auxiliary Mr. Carney, Rockland, Maine.
the High Sehool play.
will furnish ali your needs—
a native of Marlboro. Mass., is past
Mrs. Alden P. Allen
Richard Bloom, who has been
putty, brads, putty knife, and
commander of the American Legion.
Mrs. Mary Olive (Drake) Allen, emnloved in Portland the past few
Although
farm
management
William-Brazier Post and is a paint training under thc G. I. Bill ordi wife of Alden P. Allen of Hope months, left Sunday for New York
sash paint and brush if you
er by trade. They have fou rchilwant to repaint your sash after
is limited to one veteran on Corner, died at a Camden Hospital where he will be in training for
er by trade. They have four child- , narily
wards. Come in and see our
a
single
farm, there are three con Feb. 16. at the age of 77 years. two or three months for work with
Burns, Miss Barbara Carney and ditions under
which two veterans Born in Hope, she was the daughter the American Oil company in for
complete stock.
Kenneth Johnson, all of this town may take the training
on the same of Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Drake. eign fields.
and two grandchildren. Virgilyn
The Unity Guild will celebrate
A son, Harold Allen of Hope, sur
Burns and Kenneth Johnson. Visit farm. These are as follows:
their 25th anniversary on Tuesday
fl) The approved training insti- vives.
ors from Friendship, Rockland and 1 tution
Funeral services will be held at by an all-day meeting and dinner
and VA must find that con
Thomaston also were present. From
The Universal "Jeep” does more jobs, at less cost per job, than any other farm
ditions on the farm wili assure suc 2 p. m., Wednesday at Adalia Farm at the home pf Mrs. Marv Grant
out
of
town
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
ROCKLAND
509 MAIN ST.,
in Hope. Rev. Winfield Witham will ’D-amoortation will be arraigned
cessful
training
and
subsequent
L. Morrison, sister and brothervehicle. It is more versatile, more comfortable, safer and easier to operate. Let
officiate. Entombment will be in for all members who plan to attend
in-law of Mrs. Carney; from Dover. : elf-employment on the same farm Mt View cemetery, Camden. Bur
I
for
both
veterans.
N. H. and Mr. and Mrs. William
us prove that—in a demonstration on your farm, using your equipment.
(2) The training of both veterans ial in Hope in the Spring.
Pratt of Tenant’s Harbor, brother
must meet all requirements speciMrs. George W. Prescott
FREEZIN' REASON
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY and sister-in-law of Mrs. Carney.
, fled in Public Law 377 which estabMrs. Carrie Agnes Ludiwig Pres
^.»1' hshed the institutional on-farm cott. wife of George W. Prescott,
TM4TjANIE'rtAM IS BACK!
training programs.
V)AMNA SEE
died in Camden Feb. 14. She was
StOWUPAliniE
ROBERT
JOYCE
’
<3) The two veterans must fur- the daughter of George and VanME COME TO
FIRST/ A UVE
WINTER DIVING. The 'Jeep” has traction
APCOP
|»
I nish documentary evidence that nie (Crane) Ludwig and is sur
ONE WOULD BE
for getting through deep drifts or sudden thaws
they have formed a bona fide part vived by a son Milton Prescott of
|*
nership. with equal authority in the Camden, a deugliter, Mrs. Vannic
... it gets around over soft, muddy ground . . .
management and operation of the Chapin of Isle au Haut and a sis
TODAY, WED., THt’RS.
farm.
Ar
ter, Mrs. E I. Minord of Bon Ton.
breaks a path for other vehicles. W ith snow plow
Double Feature Program
Farm management training is N. J. Three grandchildren and a
"tf
Hit No. 1
attached, it quickly clears driveways or barnyards.
Part of the institutional on-farm great grandchild also survive.
£
training program which combines
Funeral services were held from
, classroom instruction with practical the residence. 102 Chestnut street.
The
(5
j farming. To qualify for the farm Camden. Monday afternoon Rev.
.4
SOUTHIANB
management instruction, a veteran Ernest Smith officiating. Entomb
must own his farm or have econ ment at Mt. View cemetery.
AT ITS
WARNtRBkOXvp
omic control of a farm.
Dr. Sarah H Wetherbee
TO MARKET AND BACK. The "Jeep”
love-riot.'
GAYEST!
Those veterans who do not own
Dr Sarah H. Wetherbee died Feb.
j their farm may take institutional
works the year around as tow truck or pick-up
— CECIL KtlLAWAV- ERNEST TRUEX
NZ
on-farm training as employee- 14. at Camden aged 89 She was
trainees of a successful farmer ap the daughter of Alexander and
-hauling livestock or produce to market and
—.FREDERICK De CORDOVA
proved by the farm training insti- Clara (Dinforth) Wetherbee. She
graduated from the college of phy
: tution.
bringing supplies back to the farm. SnowUnder no circumstances will VA sicians and surgeons in Boston in
“GIVE I S TIIE EARTH"
dogged,
ice-glazed or muddy roads are no
permit a veteran to enter, training 1887 and practiced for 40 years in
NEWS
CARTOON
as an employee-trainee on the farm Massachusetts. She retired 12 years
problem.
j of another veteran enrolled for ago because of ill health and came
to Camden
where she
has
' farm management training.
Take your time in winter time', because
The new ruling cautions farm been cared for by Mrs. Inez Wil
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
training institutions tc exercise ex bur. One cousin. Mrs. Jcseph Han ice is just plain slippery. And that's dan
gerous when you are driving too fast So
W ALTER PIDGEON
treme care in determining that a sen of Portland survives.
Funeral services were held Mon reduce your speed to conform to the con
DEBORAH KERR
bona fide training situation exists
of the road. Expect the unexpected.
for each veteran when more than day afternoon from thc Gilbert C dition your
mind on the rood ahead, so
FARM CHORES. Grinding feed is just one
one veteran is enrolled as an em f aite Funeral Home. Rev. Winfield Keep
Witham officiating. Entombment In you'll be ready for that emergency around
ployee-trainee
on
the
same
farm.
‘IF WINTER COMES’
of the many winter chores made easier with
the next corner. You can', stop en en
(Mt.
Hope
cemetery.
Almost 87 percent of the 203.000
JlttWW
f, World War II veterans throughout The number of U. S. telenhones icy dime.
the Universal "Jeep”. Its power-take-off oper
fional on-farm framing under the in use increased from 6.1 million in The surface of the Dead Sea is
.r- HEAR ALL \
f
LAST TIMES TODAY
ates all kinds of belt-driven farm equipment.
the country enrolled for institu1292 feet below sea level.
Jimmie’s Top Hits’ u #5 ww
M GI Bill are training on farms under 1907 to 26 4 million in 1944.
I "Y«m Are My Son.hln.
WWl *
“ their control. The remainder are
Nwfcody. Dueling
Jl"
training as emniovee-trainees on
Thwcei A Mew M**n .
farms approved bv the training in
OUT, UGLY DENT!
stitution.
Body and.
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Car’s valuable looks? Why

Today and Wednesday, Feb. 17-18
Deanna Durbin, Donald O’Connor

let a small matter like our
little cKarges, keep your

“Something In the Wind”

2.00, 6.20, 7.10

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY

JOHNNY MACK BROWN
“LAND OF TIIE LAWLESS”

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Jeep

MAINE W1LLYS SALES COMPANY

by today.

Please Note: Due to oil short

8.10 to see a complete show.

UNIVERSAL

our experts erase every
trace of those dents! Stop

“BRUTE FORCE”
age all shows will start with the
feature. Please be ia theatre by

ill THt 4-WHEH-DKIVE

good car in the bad-look
ing class? Come and let

Starts Thursday, Feb. 19
Burt Lancaster, Yvonne DeCarlo

Complete Shows

STAAM

CAMDEN THEATRE

Why let ugly Fender or
Body damage destroy your
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TEL. 889
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Mrs. Walter Weeks is in Ston1 ington, called by the illness of her
mother, Mrs, Anthony Bye.

Social Matters

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Nichols of Hill
! street leave tomorrow for Long
Branch. N. J., to be the guests of
Lt. and Mrs. Roy Jacobs for 10
I days.

Eight Hours A Day

Birthday Surprise

Joins State Bureau

Brilliant Pianist

First Meeting Busy

Personnel Policy Of Knox Rockland Girl Wintering In Concert Presented By Joseph Former Thomaston Woman Numerous Matters Demand
Hospital Changed By
Key West Honored By
Battista Notable Rock
Now On Health Nurs
ed Attention Of Edwin
Supt. Folta
land Event
Friends There
ing Staff
Libby Relief Corps

Mrs. Dorothy Folta, R. N„ super
A surprise birthday party was
Approximately 1,000 members of
Mrs. Esther Long, R. N., has re
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Joseph Battista, the brilliant | Sam Savitt is in Boston for several
intendent
of
Knox
County
General
the
Community Concert Associa cently joined the staff of the Stale Thursday night for the first busi
given
this
week
at
the
heme
of
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
L.
Savage,
young pianist, who delighted a large 1 days, combining business with pleas5 Fogg stree, observed their 57th Hospital, announces a change in and Mrs. C. Sam B. Curry, 1126 tion from Knox and adjoining Bureau of Health Nursing Division. ness meeting of the year. New offi
audience at the Community Bui'fl ' ure.
wedding anniversary Feb. 14, Mr. the personnel policy of the institu Olivia street by friends of Miss counties gathered Thursday night Her headquarters will be at th« cers filing the chairs were com
ing Thursday nil ht, was whisked
Browne Club meets Friday with , Savage is 78 and Mrs. Savage 80 and tion rfTectlve immediately. Chang No!in:i Bridges, of Rockland, Maine at Community Building for the con State cffice.1471 Main street.
away to Camde .1 after the per
plimented by the president, Mrs.
formance, and entertained at the Mrs. Helen Perry, Summer street. 1 they both enjoy very good health, ing from the long hours prevalent who is spending tne Winter with cert presented by Joseph Battista,
Mrs. Long was formerly from Eliza Plummer, on the efficient
j They were married in Union, Mrs.
home of Dr. and Mrs. Harold Jame
Thcmaston. UShe is a graduate ot mann?r in which they performed
from Somerville, for employes of such establish hpr cousins, the Currys
brilliant young American pianist, the Rochester General Hospital their duties.
There will be a church supper at Savage being
son, with ten others present at a
Miss
Bridges
received
many
beauBeautiful memoriams for Sisters
happy informal affair. And' wher 6.15 Wednesday night in the Con Mass., and Mr. Savage, Washington ments, she has instituted the five- tilul gifts, some wer’ souvenirs of and till in what was unquestionably School of Nirsing, Rochester, N. Y.,
ever he goes Mr. Battista will ex gregational vestry. Mrs. Howard Me. Shortly after their marriage day. 40-hour week, which calls for of
the busiest week socially in Rock and studied; at- Teachers’ College, Ella Flye, Nellie McKinney and
Key
West
to
remind
her
cf
thp
they
moved
to
Rockland
and
have
Gladys Muiphy were prepared by
Col umbi alftltfersity.
pound the merits of the lobster stew Crozier and Mrs. Joseph Emery, Sr, j lived in thetr present home for 4J eight hours per day.
She explains that the move is beautiful sunshine ln the South, land, of the Winter.
Nursing Filed Represen Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal and the chart
iplural) of which he partook thc-e. are co-chaiimen, assisted, by Mr, ' years. They have 5 children, 22
Mr. Battista’s thoughtfully se
and
she
will
always
remember
her
made
to
prevent
the
large
help
i Fxlwin Edwards, Mrs Louis Flckctt,
lected program was a joy to his tative for the North Atlantic area, er was draped in respect by the
19th birthday.
Chaplain.
Mrs Eleanor Grov-r is visiting her Mrs. Harold Connon, Mrs. Neil Fogg grandchildren and 32 great-grnnd- turnover prevalent in hospitals due
audience and he was given rapt American Red Cross.
Keneth
lEggiel
Kerr
entertained
chfldren
Because
of
ilifless
in
the
to
low
wages
and
long
hours.
Tlie
She will do public health nursing
daughter, Mrs. Alan Burr, Norwalk Mrs. Fred Black, Mrs. Jesse Brad- I amily they celebrated very quietly
Mrs. Rose Sawyer proved her
attention. He gave a thoroughly
with
a
comedy
act
which
lasted
fa
salary
scale,
originally
paid
for
the
j street, Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mrs.
Conn.
satisfying interpretation of the in a large part of Lincoln County ability as an auctioneer disposing
I Harold Greene. Mrs. Esther How- I but. were the recipient of many ] longer hours, will be paid for the a late hour aim was very much en beautifully balanced program and and a section of Knox.
of an article furnished by Mrs.
joyed by all. Billy Ladd received the
Mr be! Richardson.
Methebesec Club meets ' Friday ! ard. Mrs. Frances Perry, Mrs Her- i cards and Mrs Savage received a 40-hour week. Hospital workers will prize for the boy" and Edna Roma- used his masterful technique as a
lovely
colonial
bouquet
from
a
now
be
able
to
participate
in
com

vey
Allen
and
Miss
Charlotte
Butwith Mrs. Lawrence Miller, Rankin
A committee consisting of Mrs
Break Into Verse
guera wen the piize for the girls. means of musicianship. Perhaps
j friend in Dark Harbor.
munity
and
social
affairs
as
freely
I
fum.
st eet “Progress in Sailing Craft''
Sawyer, Mrs. Richardson and Mrs.
as workers in other fields In their Refreshments were served and a the greatest compliment to tlie art
by Mrs. Carl M. Stilphen. Assisting
Watts
was appointed to assist with
The forehanded ladies of the
At the meeting of the Shore Vil off-duty hours.
large birthday cake bearing 19 ist rested in the fact the audience
Knox and Lincoln Past Grands lage
hostesses, Mrs. Allan J. Murray, Mrs.
Methodist Church do not wait until activities to raise funds for paint
Rug Cfuib Friday noon the fol
remained
for
four
encores
and
in

candles
was
presented
to
Miss
Mrs. Folta announces the gift of
Frank Marsh, Mrs. Albert Havene* j and Past Noble Gl ands Associa lowing guests whose birthday falls
the eve of their annual Christmas ing G. A. R. Hall, a necessity if
sistently asked for more
Bridges.
Mrs. George Davis, Mrs. Blanche tion will be entertained at I.O.OF. in the month of February, were $1,000 by Leroy F. Chase for main
fair, to seek donations from the this memorial to our Civil War Vet
As
the
warmly
enthusiastic
aud

Those
present
were'
Joyce
Goe
lEllsworth and Mrs. Harriet Gardner. hall Wednesday night. Supper will honored: Mrs. John Pomeroy Mrs. tenance of the hospital room which ring, Edna Romaguera, Nellie Ro ience passed from the auditorium parish. Rather they spread their erans is to be preserved. This pro
he
furnished
in
memory
of
his
be served on arrival cf the guests. Joseph Emery Sr., Mrs. Wiliam B
maguera, Buck Sawyer Kenneth random comment showed its feel “Hope Chest" over the year asking ject is a co-operative move, and will
Rounds Mothers will meet in the There will be a Rebekah Circle Keene. Mrs. Russell Bartlett, all of wife and which is known as the Kerr, Buddy Rndriguez, Kenneth ing: "How fortunate to be able to monthly for some group of articles. oe supported by the allied G. A R,
Chase
Room."
and
$100
by
Nathan
Congregational vestry Thursday supper tonight at 6.15 preceding the j Rockland and Mrs. E Stuart OrbeThey even break into verse as fol orders.
Farwell for the purchase of an in Solomon, Sammy Curry. Joey Cur hear this in Rockland." What a
night at 7 30 witli Mrs, Marjorie meeting.
Plans were made for supper and
ton of West Rockiport. Mi’s. Hervcy dividual baby bassinet for use in ry. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ladd, Mr. tine sense of tone shading-deli lows:
Cummings. Mrs. Alice Spear and
are backing the Methodist a tacking party to proceed the next
Allen had a special table for the the isolation unit.
and Mrs. Charles Pritchard, Mr. cacy." "I wish I could hear it all We women
The
Women's
Auxiliary
of
St
Church.
Mrs. Lola Smith as hostesses.
meeting; also Past Presidents night,
guests with the centerpiece carrying
The “Chase Rioom" has been and Mrs. C. Sam B. Curry. —Key over again.” "What a grand thing For ways to make money we constantly when Mrs. Doris Ames will preside.
Peter's Episcopal Church will hold a out
the Valentine motif and an in newly decorated the past week and West (Fla.) Citizen.
the Concert Association is doing in
search
meeting
ln
the
Undercroft
Thurs,
Joseoh Theriault, Jr., aged five,
Of this event, March 25.
dividual birthday cake for each the furniture refinished while all
bringing such artists to Rockland Teas, food sales and suppers and Eve- ' 1^’
and Herbert Maker, Jr . aged one, ; day at 5 o’clock, followed by a pans-i | guest.
ning» of Pun
I Committees were appointed and
Mr. Battista brilliantly executed
enamel
utenrils
have
been
replaced
I
supper.
Carlyle
Brown
is
chairman
The
Tyler
P.
T.
A.
Pairs.
«ocials
and
everything
under
the
two
applications
for membership
sons of Mrs. Herbert Maker, cele
this program:
sun
The Rubinstein Club program with stainless steel.
were referred to the investigating
brated! their birthdays recently, at of the supper, assisted by Mrs BerAnd
now
to
raise
money
we
have
Mr with Variations: The Harmonious
l committee, Mrs. Richardson, chair
the home of their grandmother, Mrs. | nnrd Kaler and Mrs.1 Sumner scheduled for next Friday will be
something new.
Blacksmith."
a P Handel
And to help till our Hope Chest we’re i man. Home made fudge was en
field at the Universalist vestry on That 1948 New Look The State President, Mrs. Sonata "Pathetlque" ln C-mlnor.
Elizabeth Yattaw. Those present Banks.
coming to you.
Onus 13.
Ludwig van Beethoven
joyed at intermission.
were the Misses Lorraine, Leora «nd
Joseph Smith, Was
MVs. Regina Grant and son, Ran- the Washington Birthday Holiday,
Grave. Allegra dl molto e con brio,
February ts towels.
To commemorate the anniversar
Roxine Gagne, and Rene Gagne, Jr., I dall Winrapaw, were called to San Feb. 23 from 111. a. in. to i p. m.
Adagio cantablle,
Both
Turkish
and
huck
Honor
Guest
Valentine’s Ball Was Charm
ies of Lincoln’s and Washington's
and' Peggy Jean. Maker of Clark ford) by the death of Mrs. Grant s
Rondo: Allegro
For bath and for dishes
Mrs.
Fulton
Leverman,
Girl
Op. Posth,
birthdays a program was prepared
Island; Alvin Roger and1 Walter
Or embroidered for luck.
Mrs. Joseph Smith, State P T A. Nocturne, C-sharp minor.
ing Prophecy Of Things
Scout Advisor from National Head
Frederic Chopin
and presented by Mrs Lizzie French
Yattaw of South Hope; Janet Bogg mother.
president was honor guest of the Three Scottish Dances. Frederic Chopin
quarters,
will
be
in
Rockland,
Wed

ELIZABETH
M.
DAGGETT
To Come
patriotic Instructor: "History ot
of Waldoboro; Jackie and Helen
A delegation .rom the local telFrederic Chopin
Tyler School P. T. A., Executive Three Etudes.
nesday
and
Thursday.
Tlie
schedule
Services lor Mrs. Elizabeth Mae Life and Preservation of Lincoln's
Pierce, and Tee Marshall of Rock j ephone office motored to Hallowell
Op. 10 No 11. E-flat major (Alle
board at a dinner at the Thorndike
I
Tlie
Valentine
’
s
Dance
held
Sat

for
Mrs.
Leverman
will
include:
gretto)
Daggett, who died last Wednesday Birthplace." by Mrs. Beulah Larra
port. Both received many gifts, in , Wednesday night to attend a fare
night at the Camden Opera Hotel. Mrs. William Talbot, presi Op. 10 No 8. F-maJcr (Allegro)
at the home of her daughter. Mrs. bee; "Why Celebrate IJncoin's
cluding a sum of money for each. well dinner honoring Atherton Council member training, Wednes urday
dent of District No. 3. was also pres
Op, 25. No 10. R.minor (Allegio con
House
by
the
Knox
Waldo
Hairday
afternoon
from
2
.until
5
Lloyd Spear, in Portland, were Birthday" Mrs. Rose °awver; ‘'Im
f UOCO I
Cake and' nunet) were served with Loring, Jr.. of Augusta, who goes
ent. Others attending were: Tylet
,
dressers
Association
was
a
hugh
o
’
clock
in
the
scout
room
Thursday
’
’
olka.
Fmajor.
Bcdrii
li
Smetana
held at the Burpee Funeral Home portant Event- In Washington’s
candy hearts, and a good time was to Boston to assume the responsibil morning and afternoon 9-12 and
President, Mrs. Boiteira Griffith Nocturne for the left liund alone.
success.
High
11
"lit
of
the
affair
was
Friday afternoon. Rev. J. Charles I ife." Mrs. Myra Watts- "Washing
had.
ities of exchange rate engineer. In 1 30-4.30 will te devoted to leader the charming demonstrations of Mrs. Vivian Lord. Mrs. Frances Mo
Alexander Scrlahlne
MacDonald.
ton's Fmptv Tomb " Mrs Mildred
! the party were Manager Dana Jor
Op 33
All leaders and assistants the celebrated "1948 New Look.” sher, Mrs. Katherine Cross. Mrs Etude Tableau. E flat.
Messages of comfort, in tile form j Sorague:"Of Martha Washington
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Allen left dan. Miss Ruth Emery. Mrs. Gert training.
Joseph
Deshon,
Mrs.
Elsie
Brackett,
urged to attend these meetings. I with models from Belfast, Camden,
Three Pieces, from "The Bubv's Fam of floral tributes, surrounded the and Family,” Mrs Velma Marsh;
yesterday for Baltimore to be the rude Crockett, Mrs. Maizie New are
ily" Suite.
Heitor Villa-Lobos casket.
evening I here will be Rockland South Thomaston. Thom Mrs. Mildred Crie, Mrs. Sarah Has
"Interesting Qulzz ” Mrs. French.
guests of Dr and Mrs. John Finny comb. Miss Priscilla Eddy of Rock aWednesday
kell,
Mrs.
Julia
Goodwin.
Mrs.
Vera
Moj-eninha iThe Paper Doll).
aston
and
Wairen.
banquet
at
Hotel
Rockland
at
The bearers were John Chisholm. I
Pobreeinha
iThe
Chiffon
noil).
land anil Miss Virginia Conant ot 6.30 with Mrs. Leverman as guest
Carver. Mrs. Arlene Williams and
Appended
are
the
names
of
the
Pollchlnelle i Pun'hi
ANNIE COLIFY EMMONS
Topic for open forum discussion 1 Belfast. Other telephone officials
Maurice Knute. Harold Taylor and
Mrs Betty Rogers.
The Lover and the Nightingale,
at the Educational Club meeting j irom over the State were in the speaker after which an informal i models plus the person who did the
Oscar Flint. Tlie remains were en- i Annie < Colley) Emmons. wife of
It was voted to hold a card parti
Enrique GranadO'
discussion
will
bp
held.
Proceeding
styling
fallowed
by
the
name
of
the
Friday will be "St. Lawrence Sea party which was 65 strong. The
Herbert Emmons, formerly of this
to raise money for the milk pro La Campanelia. N.ccolo Paganinu Liszt tombed at Sea View cemetery.
way" and "E R. P. ’ Members bring banquet was held at the Worster her talk, Wilbur Senter will show hop doing the work: Norma Wat gram. date to be announced later
The deceased Was the widow of I City died Feb. 6, in Methuen,
All
of
his
numbers
were
most
corerman,
Margaret
Watts.
Margaret
’
s
movies
of
our
own
local
Brownie
cups and sperms.
■ House followed by a social evening Troops. All Cuncil members, leaders Beauty Shop; Vera French, Flo. Mrs. Margaret Chaoles, Founder; hally received. If possible the William H. Daggett, who died 40 j Mass. A daughter of the late Wil
years ago. She was bom in Thom liam and Emmeline i Feyler) Coll
Mrs H. P Blcdge’t and Mrs. Jose I in the course of which the honor and assistant leaders and troop Flo’s Beauty Shop; Eini Riuttia, Day Program Chairman presented Schriabir.e Nocturne lor tlie left aston, May 23. 1878. daughter of j ey. Mrs. Emmons was well known
phine Rice will be in charge of the guest was presented a combination committee members, and ali people Muriel French, Ladv Knox Beauty the Tyler mixed chorus in two se Hand and the three pieces from John and Elizabeth Thornton. She in this city and made a point of
communion breakfast Wednesday over-night t ravelling and brief from surrounding towns who are Shop; Goldie Barton Barbara Car lections under the direction of Mrs The Babys Family" Suite were was employed many years in E. B. coming here for each reunion of the
man- Interested or working with Girl ney. Ladv Knox Beauty Shop; Mildred Crie. Mrs. Katherine Cros: highlltes. In answer to insistent
morning in the UhcHercroft of St. case. Mr. Loring is retiring
I r.ger of the Augusta District which Scouts are cordially invited to at Peggy Packard. Dorothy Crockett, read an article on Founders Day. applause Mr. Battista gave these Crocket's department store, whers class of ‘04. Rockland High School.
Peter’s Church.
she gained a wide acquaintance. In voung womanhood she was
Mrs. Joseph Smith State P. T. A. encores.
includes Rockland. Bath Water- tend any or all of these meetings. Rosewav Beauty Shon. all of Rock
Her life was filled with good deeds, married to Joseph Beaton of Rock
Clifford Ladd of Melrose, Mass, ville, Rumford and Augusta local Reserrations for the banquet should land: Erma Barter Arlene Keller, President gave an interesting and Bird as P.ophet,
Schumann
She
Kovlcth endearing her to family and friends. land and of this union two sons sur
is visiting his uarents, Mr. and Mrs. manager areas. Bernard A. Dwyer be made not later than Tuesday Arlene’s Beauty Shop: Winifred informative talk on P. T. A. work Polka
Claiv de Lulre
Debussy Ill health had its beginning two vive, William and Clyde Beaton.
Walter C. Ladd. Wilker place, while of Quincy, Mass., has succeeded Mr. with Miss Ruth L. Rogers.
Burkett, Arlene Keller, Arlene’s and relations She explained thi Minute Waltz
Chopin years ago.
She Ls also survived by three cou
*
on a business trip in this section. 1 Loring,
Boautv Shop; Barbara Holbrook. new Federal Bill which pertains
The
third
and
last
concert
of the
Mrs. Daggett is survived by three sins, Ralph Feyler and Mrs. Bessie
It is definitely “Business as Jennie Small, Jennie Beauty Shop; to funds allocated for educational season will be presented by the children.
J. A. Clough of ; Sumner of this Oitv and Mrs. Au
Usual" at Wotton s, in spite of the Cynthia Howes. Jennie Small. Jen use and urged P. T. A., members Bary Ensemble on April if. Toe Rockland; Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Smith ot drey French of Waldoboro.
remodelling of the store front ,Ve nie Beautv Shop: Dorothy Cross. to express their opinion by writin< much praise for the splendid work
Brighton. Mass ; and Mrs. Lloyd
THIS LOVELY
will serve you promptly.—adv.
Florence Carr, Florence’s Beauty their Senators. Mrs William Talbot of the committee working for mu Spear of Portland.
Leather bags are used for carry
Shop; Alice Berry, Florence Carr, moke briefly cn the Community sic ill Rockland, headed by Dr.
ing water in many countries be
Building
drive
and
the
P
T.
A.
vo

Florence’s Beauty Shop: Elaine
Harold Jameson, president of Knox
The State of Nevada ranks sixth cause leather "breathes" and water
Hoffses. Mariorie Hoffses, Marjor ted rts opproval and willingness tc County Concert Association, can in size with an area of 110.690 kept in them tends to remain fresh
help.
This Week’s
ie’s Beauty Shop: Adell Hopkins,
not be given. The magnificent ar square miles
and cool.
The winner of the Police Chief ray of talent brought to Rockland
So Soft
Marjorie Hoffses. Marjorie’s Beauty
Annual
Award
among
the
Patrol
Shop: Audrcv Miller Helen Doritv,
Headliner Special
in the last three seasons plus the
So Natural Looking
Lenfest Beautv Shop, all of Cam Boys was Raymond Kirk. His Steinwav piano is something any
AT
den: B'-ttv Caswell Georeia Allen. mother was congratulated.
can -well be proud ol
The Sub-Primary won the attend community
Georgia’s Beauty Salon; Shillamarie
The Community Building offer;
So Easy To Manage
E. B. CROCKETT’S Schi’trrann. Lorraine Clark. Ann ance honors.
capacity for about 1400.
The meeting closed with commun seating
Ixirraine Shop cf Belfast; Margar
with a membership of that size art
IS GIVEN BY US
ity singing. There was a good at ists
et
Stone.
Fay
Stetson.
Silhouette
from even higher bracketts of
FOR ONLY
LADIES’ RAYON
Beauty Shon: Gay Stetson Fav tendance and a very successful lame could be attracted.
We are equipped to take Aerial Photographs of Your
Stetson, Silhouette Beauty Shop; i meeting.
Ruth E. Sanborn.
In
March
af
the
P.
T.
A.,
well
Virginia Stanley, Leona Quinn.
Property. Call us and let us know your needs.
meet
Lee's Beautv Shop of Thomaston;
MRS. PERCY f UFFORD
Our
South
End
friends
to
gladh
Marion McCluskey. Florence Pack
Mr-- Le’la Porter Clifford, widow
greet.”
ard. Village Shon: Marion Lermond
FINGER WAVE
of Rev. Percy J. Clifford, died sud
Florence Packard, Village Beauty
WITH SHAMPOO
The annual visitation of Rt. Rev denly at her home in Sanford, Feb.
Shop, Warren.
adv’
403 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND. TEL. 1220
Oliver L. Loring, Bishop of Maine 2. Mr. Clifford formerly held a pas
torate at Vinalhaven. and for sev
All Sizes
James Roach Fogg street who has to St. Peter's Episcopal Church r eral years was chaplain at the
been seriously ill with pneumonia this city will be made Sundav. He Maine State Prison. Mrs. Clifford ts
will be at St Jchns Church, Thom
is recovering.
$1 .79
aston at 4 p. m. and at St. Peter's survived by two daughters, Mrs.
The Pleasant Street bakerv will at 7.30 for vespers and confirmation. Alene H nckley of Ogunquit, and
375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142
close for about two weeks, for al The service will be followed by a Mrs. Doris Paine of Sanford, a son,
Richard of Maywood, Illinois, and
terations. Charles Fairweather 14 15 reception in the Undercroft.
— i
several grandchildren.

PERMANENT

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

$5.00

$1.00

SPUN
DRESSES

Colonial Photographic Services, Inc.

BEAUTY GILBERT’S SAL0N

Less folding money
1
for a folding table

Maine’s Popular Advisor

Back in World War 1, Sergeant Alvin York Conducted a One Man Army
Now, Bell Shops are Conducting Three One-Store

S

Rev. Ruth Mathias
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
Send 5 Questions, SI and Stamped
Envelope. Full Page Reading In
cluded.
12 Third Street,
Bangor, Me.

______ _________________ 70-T-tf

HOUSEHOLD

O1LAR

SERVICE
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Waxed and Polished Electrically.
Interiors of Homes, Public Build
ings, Hotels, Stores, etc., Cleaned
and painted.

Dorothy Feeney
TEL. 368 M ROCKLAND
after 5.36

13-tf

We are not waiting for prices to be Forced Down- We are leading the way toward
Reasonable Price Levels and the End of Inflation. We don’t expect to maintain, yet, as
a regular thing, the Spectacularly Low Prices we will offer in our Dollar Days Sale- But
our prices will be the Lowest we can maintain and sell High Quality Merchandise.

Samson

DEAFENED?

all-purpose

A»k Us Why More

JI W?1

People Wear the ft-y

FOLDING TABLES
only $

SEE OUR WINDOWS WEDNESDAY FOR QUALITY!

Than All Other

ONE-UNIT ’CSqAHEARING AIDS
Combined

SEE FRIDAY’S COURIER FOR SMASHING PRICE CUTS!

Cef FRtt Booklet on Deafness

I

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

BELL SHOPS WILL BLAZE THE TRAIL TO LOWER PRICES!

Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.

MAIN AND PARK STS.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL

440

Beautiful, washable, stainresistant tops—electrically
ivelded tubular steel legs that
can't snag hose—make a Samson
table the buy of a lifetime!
Strong enough to stand on, too!
Smart new designs. Get two
or three—you’ll find plenty
of uses for them I

378 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

SENTER#
CRANE'S

Page ETgffi
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Many More Members

Tuesday-FrW

“Neptune’s Bride”

25 YEARS AGO

Big Gain In N. E. A. Shown Thrilling Account Of An Oldtime Shipwreck Near
the Past Year—Rock
Vinalhaven
land Has 49
Schooner "Neptune's Bride" went
Membership In the National Educat on Association, the professional ashore on Malcolm's Ledge, near
organization of educators, has Vinalhaven. on the night of Sept.
reached a new all-time high, with 22. 1860. Twelve of the 14 of her
393.468 paid memberships, as of crew met a watery grave. The story
Dec 31. 1947 O." these. 48 are mem of the disaster follows:
bers of the Rockland Teachers As
Tire vessel struck the ledge at a
sociation, according to Mrs. Diana little past 9 p. m. It was quite
Pitts, president of the latter asso foggy, accompanied by rain, and
ciation.
the men had all turned in except
TTir national total ls an increase the watch on deck. She was jogging
of 50510 oved the same period last, under a foresail and as soon as she
year
. truck, the men below rushed on
Two of the points in the Victory - deck and made for the boat.
Action program, which has 1951 as
Mr. Marsh and George Norwood, J
the achievement year, include a feeing that the boat was full, con- ,
larger and more agresslve national eluded to take their chances on the
education association, and a mem- vessel.
bership of at least 90 percent in lo
The boat was soon swamped by
cal. state and national professional the heavy sea and the men took
organizations. These points arc refuge on the ledge. The two on
being stressed, among numerous the vessel cculd distinctly hear
others, because membership and ac them conversing and they asked
tive participation tn professional for a rope, as the ledge was a sunken
organizations, local, state and na one over which the tide rose, and
tional, are needed to raise the they wished to regain the vessel.
standards of the teaching profes Twc attempts were made to get a
sion. and to brng relief from the rope to them, both proving un
critical situations, such as the short- : successful
age of qualified teachers, which con
They, then asked for some cloth
front American education today.
ing; but the vessel was full of water
Federal aid for education, which and none could be obtained. Tlie
the NBA is spensoring. as provided schooner had now heeled over and
in two bi-partisan bills pending in ft was feared that she would capthc 80th Congress, also needs the size but she remained in position.
action which is possible when pro
The tide was rising with a heavyfessional groups have an Inclusive sea running, rendering it impera
membership
tive for the men on board to gc
Millions of children, now suffer aloft if they wished to save their
ing the tragic results of poor edu lives.
cational facilities will benefit even
They crawled out on the bow
tually, It is pointed out. by the sprit and while attempting to climb
recognition on the part of teachers up the jib-stay were washed off
everywhere that Individual and lo three times; but finally after much
cal part cipation in their respec toll, climbed up to the foremast
tive organizations is of the utmost head, nearly exhausted from their
importance.
struggle with the breakers. Here
Nine states are already oil the they clung, and while holding on
1948 Victory membership honor roll. in the darkness, heard the men on
They are Arizona. Arkansas, Idaho. the ledge talking of their chances
Montana, Nevada, South Carolina. of life, and earnestly wishing that
Tennessee, Washington and West they could get on board the vessel.
V rgtnla.
Slowly crept the moments and the
tide rolled in with each heaving bil
low. They heard their shipmates
as they moved as far up out of the
reach of the greedy waters as pos
sible. and during the next hour
Work Of Rockland Unemploy could
not avoid hearing their strug
ment Office During
gles as the sea rose crested with
raging foam and claimed one after
January
the other as its victim. Then the
The Rockland office of the Maine vessel's bow settled, bringing the
Unemployment Compensation Com two men up to their chins in water
mission placed 97 unemployed men as they stood on the foremast
and women including 30 veterans ; crosstrees,
Norwood w-as discouraged at the
and 15 women, in suitable jobs dur
ing January, according to figures cheerless prospect and determined
announced today by L. C. Fortier, to swim for it and left his position,,
hoping to gain the shore; but the
commission chairman.
In January, staff members from sea was too much for him and. bid
the Rockland office visited 17 em ding h’s companion farewell with
ployers in the area served by the the words. "O my God!" on his lips,
offioe. and made 23 employer visits sank beneath the waters.
As soon as Norwood left, Marsh
in all. usually In regard to specific
job openings, but in many instances determined on one more struggle
in regard to other services rendered for life and climbing up the fore
mast heat, grasped the topmast
by the Rockland office.
As of the last day of the month, I stay and walking as far as he could
the Rockland office had 1036 unem on the spring-stay, pulled himself
ployed men and women seeking jobs, up. hand over hand, to the topmast
including 477 veterans and 264 wom I head where he sat down and rested
en A total of 70 job openings were himself. His thoughts were of
home, of his wife and child. An ar
listed, as of the same day.
Job seekers, broken down into dent desire to see tiiem once more
broad occupaional classifications, seemed to thrill his whole being.
included 30 men and women seek’ng inspiring him with fresh courage,
managerial or professional positions. For their sake he determined not
41 looking for clerical or sales to succumb
The tide followed him and had
openings. 50 seeking jobs in the socalled service occupations. 101 ask now reached his feet, then up to his
ing for work in agriculture, fish ■waist the waters came. There was
eries, or forestry’, 176 in skilled so much comfort in sitting down
trades. 275 in semi-skilled work, 293 and }ie was so fatigued! But no!
as unskilled laborers, and 60 seeking ! He must stand up if he wished to
entry in varied occupations.
save his life and so once more he
----------------stood up.
Read The Courier-Gazette
To add to his discomfort the rain

Placed Ninety-Seven

Igjouraine Coffee
ftf.

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period of 1923.

Mrs. E. F. Berry fell on the icy
sidewalk, breaking her right arm.
Francis McAlary received a .frac
ture of the skull when he fell from
the rear end of a wagon cn which
he was riding.
ELEGANCE AND DIGNITY together with absolute dependability again feature
Manager Dondis was arranging
the new Pontiacs for 1948. Pictured is the Streamliner aedan-coupe. For 1948
to open Strand Theatre on Wash
Pontiac's Torpedo and Streamliner aeries may be had either in deluxe or
ingtons Birthday.
standard models and all offer Hydra-matic transmissions as optional equipment.
Ruth, daughter of Sumner T.
Perry, fell on the ice and broke her
came down, accompanied with
Barstow, Miss
Naomi Rackliff, left arm.
thunder and lightning, and there
Mrs. Lina (Mountfort, Mrs. Osca1 Edward E. Rankin of Ward 2 was
amid the darkness and the storm he
nominated for Mayor by the Re
Knight and Mrs. Grace Tolman.
clung to the top-mast, hoping and
Visiting members at the meeting publicans. Walter H. Butler was
Past
Matrons
and
Past
Pa

praying for the dawn, and for the
were from Grace chapter of Thom chairman of the caucus, and May
turning of the tide.
trons
Occupied Golden
aston, Forget-me-not chapter of nard Marston was secretary
He had suffered much from tliirst;
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping broke her
South Thomaston, Naomi chapter
Rod
Chairs
th s he quenched with the rain
of Tenant’s Hattoor, Lone Star ol right arm when she fell on the ice.
drops which wet his hair. He was
Plans were being made for the
The annual Past Matrons and IsleSboro, Marguerite of Vinalha
in his stocking-feet and suffered
ven, Dorothy Bradford of Hingham. remodelling of the Lindsey House
much from the cramped position in Past Patrons' Night observance of Mass., and Mystic of East Boston property.
which he stood. One foot was raw Golden Rod Chapter O. E. S„ was Mass.
The Democrats nominated E. L.
where it had chafed against the held Friday night when the 56th
Brown for mayor. Judge Edward
spring-stay and pained him se anniversary of the Chapter was
C. Payson presided and E. R. Keene
verely.
was secretary.
celebrated. Mrs. Gertrude S. Boody
It was now. as near as he could and Milton M. Griffin who served
Chickawaukic Lake ice was 24
judge, about 3 in the morning, and in the East in 1930 acted as matron Blueberry Growers Received inches thick.
he was in hopes that the tide was an(j patron for the evening,
Woodbury M Purington, 81, well$1,400,000 For Their
known jeweler, died at his home
at Its flood. He drew himself up.
other past officers taking part
resting his chin on the color-truck were Mt3 riara Watu aud6 j^y.
on Park street.
Crop Last Year
This was all he could do, and he mond Watts, 1924, associate maRockland L. Jones and daughter
patiently waited. Tlie love of life. tron and patron: Mrs. Millie F.
Maines 1947 blueberry crop, ac Gladys bought the Peter Stubbs
was strong in the young mans Thomas, 1923 secretary; Mrs. Nellie cording to figures released today by place on the Old County road.
heart, and he prayer that God G Dow. 1902, treasurer; Mrs. Helen
Manager Frank C. Pratt was enter
the Maine Department of Agricul taining callers at the Postal Tele
would save him.
E. Bean, 1933. conductress; Mrs.
Then he clung hold of the top Matic G. Spaulding. 1927, associ ture's Division of Markets, showed graph Co.’s new- office near the
mast and for a little time lost con ate conductress; Mrs. Ivy Chatto, an 11 percent increase over the pre Thorndike Hotel.
sciousness.
Perley C. Miller, iron worker for
,
. When
, . he. came
. to the
,
1926 chaplain Mrs. Maude E. vious year, but growers received
dawn was breaking through the fog Blodgptt. 1934
Mrs. Louie only $1.400 000. a reduction of more the Snow Marine Co., was badly
and with joy unspeakable he saw j Rogers, past matron of Ivy than $600,000 from the 1846 total.
scalded while working on the
George H. Chick of Monmouth. trawler Snipe.
the water had gone down. He could chanter of Warren who is now a
• • ♦ •
see the top of the ledge peep out member of Golden Rod Chapter, or. Divis'.on Chief, said his statistics
The births for this period were:
from which his companions had gamst; Mrs. Clara T. Curtis, 1939, showed 297.035 bushels of blueber
met their death; and now, so fai Adah; Miss Katherine A. Veazie, ries sold, 348,759 cases canned, and Stickney Corner, Jan. 23, to Mr. and
as he knew, he was the only sur- 1943 Ruth. Mrs carolvn G stew- one and a half million pounds of Mrs. Burtelle R. Sidelinger, a son.
North Haven. Jan. 24. to Mr. and
v.vor of them all. All day long he art 1935 Esther- Mrs. Bertha Bor- berries frozen. The latter figure
remained on the topmast.
gerson, Martha; Mrs. Doris C. Jor- represents a slight increase over Mrs. Ray Beverage, a son.
Appleton, Jan. 24. to Mr. and Mrs
The hours dragged,-oh. so slow- dan> 1941 Elpcta;
Kathryn 1946, but is only one-half the 1945
Harry Miller, a son.
ly!— filled with suspense, home, st ciair. 1925. warder; Allan B. ; total for freezing. Chick said,
Waldoboro, Jan. 26, to Mr. and
doubt and somet mes despair. The Borgerson 1938 sentinel
Shipments of fresh berries totaled
tide turned and slowly it crept to- ■
degrees of the Order were ; 3158 crates, against 3634 for 1946. Mrs. Clyde Hilton, a son.
Warren, Jan. 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
ward him. The minutes now seemed c<)njprred upOn William H Weed, I
S*--.
Mrs. Georgie Rackliff as' The oak is a member of the beech Ralph Robinson, a daughter—Verna
Olive.
water had crept up to his
knees and guest candidate. Past Patrons tak family of trees and shrubs.
.......
Thomaston, Jan. 30, to Mr. and
the prospect of another night on ing part in the ritualistic work
Mrs. Loren W. Chapman, a daugh
the wreck, together with the ter were: Dr. James A. Richan, 1910;
A GOOD JOP FOR YOU
ter—Dorothy Maxine.
rible experience and exposure of the Edward <5-3 oonia. 1918; Leroy A.
Rockport, Jan. 31, to Mr. and Mrs.
past
eighteen
hours,
were
too
much. chatto. 1926. Ralph u. Clark. 1927:
TT,
Vszs
z,
n
1
1
1
rt
TA
H
linnrr'tTnrl
Chester Robarts, a son—Milton Ern
He became delirious and imagined I George W. Gav, 1929 & 1937 and
est.
CHOOSE THIS
he was on board the schooner, beat- jj Winfield L. Chatto, 1942 & 1&47.
Rockland. Feb. 5. to Mr. and Mrs.
’ng up Portland Harbor
FINE PROFESSION NOW!
Other past officers present were
Domenico Leo, a daughter—Pauline.
He was saved by the merest acci Mrs. Hattie Davies, 1914; Mrs. Laura
dent if we may call such events ac Maxey and Frank Maxey, 1919
cidents. Two fishermen had been Mrs. Florence Philbrook and Ben
mending ther nets cn Seal Island jamin Philbrook, 1921; (Mrs. Bessie
It had been foggy all day, and. at church. 1940: Robert E. Pendleton.
5 in the afternoon, when it cleared 1943; Mrs. Golden Munro and Dr.
up. they saw the wreck, and one in Lloyd Richardson. 1944 Mrs. Paul
sisted there was a man on topmast ine Hutchinson and Leland DrinkHis companion endeavored to per water, 1946; Mrs. Virginia Chtato,
suade him that it was all imagina 1947 and Mrs. Lida Gonia a past
tion and said there was no use to matron of Primrose Chapter, who
go. But the other, convinced that now belongs to Golden Rod Chap
he was right, replied that lie would ter.
go alone if his companion would
After the officers had marched
not accompany him.
into the chapter room they were
Both started and what was their joined by the other past officers
surprise, upon drawing near, to see present to form a large circle
the poor fellow clinging to the top around the altar for the singing of
mast. but utterly unconscious, rav Auld Lang Syne.
ing with delirium and yet holding
As the roll of past officers was
on. his body submerged in water. called by Mrs. Davies, each one
They rowed their boat alongside, present was presented with a red
then lifted him tenderly, and laid carnation by tlie conductreses. Mrs
him down, putting their clothing Boody was presented with an arm
over him; then he fainted.
bouquet of snapdragons, following
Carrying him ashore to their the opening of the chapter, this be
little fishing hut they put him to ing the gift of a group of friends.
bed with hot stones at his feet and Mrs. Doris C. Jordan, who is
back and gave him strong herb
Electa of the Grand Chap
drink dashed with a little liquor, Grand
of Maine, was presented in the
which they happened to have. In ter
East and accorded a hearty wel
the morning lie was better and as come.
soon as he could be moved he was
Supper was served under tlie di
conveyed to Carver’s Harbor, where rection
of Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey,
he was taken to the hotel and re- worthy matron.
Decorations were
ceived the best of attention. Thence., ,
home where ihe happy meeting
and red hearts inscribed
w.th his loved ones can well be
S. L. Winslow. "Golden Rod Chapter No. 8, Past
Imagined.
Matrons and Patrons night, Feto.
When diets are deficient in lita- 13. 1948" were at each place.
Ajt. the table wliich was reserved
min B-l the use cf some foodstuffs
for tlie past officer, favors of memo
by the body is interrupted.
books were also at each place and
four prettily decorated birthday
INVlST IN
cakes graced the center of the
table.
Mrs. Seavey was assisted in the
kitchen by Mrs. Alta Dimick, Mrs.
Athleen Pease. Mrs. Thelma McTcnnon and Mrs. Gertrude MerrilJ.
Mrs. Virginia Knight was in charge
the dining room and waitresses
SAVINGS BONDS of
were: Mrs. Ruth 8a lo. Mrs. Elza da

An Annual Event

More Bernes, But—

II. S. Army

Rockport, was being dismantled.
.Edith Nickerson was elected
president of Sir Galahad Corps,
Vinalhaven.
Josiah H. Hobbs bought the
Strawbridgc wharf privilege at
Camden.
Mrs. Ella Burkett Feyler, 63, died
in Waldoboro.
Howard Beattie was elected presi
dent of the Thomaston High School
Orchestra.
D. Frank Wall died in Thomas
ton.
A. R. Rivers died in Cushing.
Susie Sleeper was elected matron
of Forget-mc-Not Chapter, O.E£.
. In South Thomaston.
I Harry M. Robinson received his
: commission as postmaster at War-

Waldoboro. Jan. 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Barnes, a son.
Warren, Feb. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Urbane A. Herbert of Newport, R. I.,
a daughter.
Montreal. Canada, Feb. 7, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard S. Fuller, a son—
Rirhard.
I
Susan A. Storer, 74, died in Wal
Hope, Feb. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. doboro.
Herbert Hardy, a son.
.............................
...... ..................
Washington, Feb. 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Lenfest, a son.
Appleton. Feb.. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Miller, a son—Leland Earl.
By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
Union, Feb. —, to Mr. and Mrs.
tion Service, Waldoboro.
Robert Esancy, a son—Kenneth.
Thomaston, Feb. 6, to Mr. and
Arrangements have been made to
Mrs. Perley Jones, a daughter—
show “Movies” at various granges
Charlotte Virginia.
Rockland, Feb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs. and Fish and Game Clubs in Knox
Fred E Harden, a daughter—Louise. and Lincoln Counties. These pic
Rockland. Feb. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. tures will be of interest to all farm
ers and sportsmen. The Tri-County
Roy Taylor of Union, twin sons.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 4, to. Mr. and Equipment Dealers. Rockland, are
furn'shing some of the pictures.
Mrs. James Barton, a son.
Schuyler Hawes’ pond has been
Sunset. Dec. 26. to Mr. and Mrs.
full of water for some time. Ex
Melvin Southworth, a daughter.
Rockland, Feb 9, to Mr. and Mrs. cess water is being carried off by
William W. Colby, a son—Chester the trickle tube which is free of all
ice for about a foot around the
William.
Rockland, Feb. 11, to Mr. and Mrs. top of the tube.
Hezekiah W. Crandall, a son—Rod
One contractor has two new bull
erick Palmer.
dozers ordered for delivery next
Thomaston, Peb. 12, to Mr. and 1 Spring. These are ol the larger sizes
Mrs. Robert Watts, a daughter.
I and will be equipped with trash
Rockland, Feb. 14, to Mr. and Mrs. rakes for pasture clearing. This
Pearl Studley a son—Vernon Keith, i ,-iu make five bulldozers for this
Rockland. Peb. 15. to Mr and Mrs. I onc contractor.
Frank A. Smith, a son Robert | Gregory MacDonald of Aina is
Trafton.
making arrangements to sell some
Waldoboro, Feb. 1, to Mr. and timber which will be cut selectively.
Mrs. Reuel Orff, a son.
Gregory is interesting some of the
• • • •
The marriages for this period adjacent owners in order to make
the cut large enough for a portable
were:
Winthrop, Jan. —. Robert J mill.
Bill Kennedy of Waldoboro, ex
Powell and Arvilla Hill, both for
pects pruning and thinning a white
merly of White Head.
Searsmont, Feb. 2. Maurice E. pine plantation which is roughly 10
acres in size and 30 years old. Bill
Cobb and Verna M. Miller.
Vinalhaven, Feb. 3. Arthur E. purchased the woodland several
Malmstrom and Virginia V. Ray years ago and the plantation was
part of it.
mond.
Rockland. Feb. 8, William A Mur
Several calls have been received
ray and Lillian G. Ashlinc.
during the Winter months for
Thomaston, Peb. 10, Harry H. technical assistance in the con
Gillis and Evelyn Robinson.
struction of farm ponds. These
ponds are planned as a part of the
Capt. Ernest Torrey was promot- complete farm plan and are only
ed to the command of the Steam- one o(
practices to be put Into
ship West Hardaway.
effect
the farm.
The building occupied for many
__________
years by S. E. & H. L. Shepherd, | Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Soil Conservation

redenttrw lie new 1948

POXTIAt
AH\E CAR MARE EFEN FINER!

as.

TRY LA TOURAINE TEA

You M/enres well have

the best

FIVE BAY SERVICE
PRICES ARE LOW AT
fi

BOBILL’S

OWZS YOUR WATCH?

Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
Including Sundays

ARMOUR’S CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER .. lb.
LITTLE PIG PORK ROAST.................. lb.
PORK CHOPS................................... lb.
BACON, 1 lb. Layers—Armour’s.......... lb.
OLEOMARGARINE—Armour’s............ lb.
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK................. lb.
(Cut from Western Beef)

.84
.45
.49
.59
.38
.59

CHOCOLATE SYRUP............... 15 oz. jar .15
LIBBY’S N0.2’/2 CAN SPINACH.................. 20
CALUMET BAKING POWDER .... 1 lb. can .19
ARMOUR’S TREET...................... can
.49
CORNED BEEF HASH. Armour’s...... can
.31
ATLANTIC OCEAN MACKEREL...... can
.22
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE.......... can
.55
PIG’S LIVER ..................... lb.
.33
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands....... carton 1.87
Ton Caa Hare Your Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limit.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

A Product of General Motor!

i

70

GM Hydra-Matic Drive oprionalon all models!
Wa’ra fimoaa fwv awe
expert watch repairiag
service I AB work done
Craftsmen and —
teed I Bstiasates'at aw
, «hsrga

hr

<S

Today, Pontiac announces a series of notable
advancements in the car that has already won
the wholehearted endorsement of more than a
million ownars and friends.

1

S

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaslde,
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

ft

synonymous io the automotive industry with
goodness and dependability.

Coupled with this great engineering triumph
is a striking improvement in beauty and
luxury. New exterior smartness extends from
the new radiator grille to the streamlined rear
bumper.

There are many more things we could tell you
about the new Pontiac, for there are countless
improvements which add to its traditional
quality and value. But we feel that, for those
who know Pontiac, we need only say—

Interiors, too, are remarkably improved.
Upholsteries are more beautiful and are
expertly blended to achieve new attractiveness
and charm. Instrument panels are finished in a
smart design adapted from quarter-sawed
mahogany—and an adroit use of chrome
moulding adds a deft touch of modernity.

—here is, by far, the most beautiful Pontiac
ever built

Engine and chassis have been refined wherever
possible—but they remain, basically, the same
engineering masterpieces which have become

We wish only to add that it is here—on display
in our showroom—and that you are most
cordially invited to see aad inspect it.

—here is the most luxurious Pontiac ever built
—here is the most dependable Pontiac ever built
—and it is now available with GM Hydra*
Matic Drive—*optional at additional cost.

878 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL 1202

BOBILL’S MARKET
Comer Broadway and Pleasant Street

Foremost among these advancements is the
great General Motors Hydra-Matic Drive —
now offered as optional equipment on all
Pontiac cars. Pontiac is the lowest-priced cat
in the world to provide this great mechanical

masterpiece—which shifts gears automatically,
and completely eliminates the clutch pedal.

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating

r TELEPHONE 1218

M-T-tX

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINJE

